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Zusammenfassung
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden Herstellungsprozesse für mikrospiegelbasierte Lichtlenksysteme
entwickelt, evaluiert und optimiert. Zwei unterschiedliche Ansätze wurden verfolgt, um eine einfache
Prozessführung in Verbindung mit einer hohen Prozessausbeute zu erreichen. Im ersten Ansatz
wurde Nanoimprintlithographie, genauer das „Substrate Conformal Imprint Lithography“ (SCIL)
Verfahren, verwendet. Unter Verwendung von 3-Zoll Siliziumwafern wurden mittels zweier SiliziumÄtzprozesse sog. „3D-master templates“ hergestellt. Diese Silizium-Ätzprozesse wurden optimiert,
um ein Profil mit einer erhabenen Struktur, welche einen leichten Unterschnitt auf drei Seiten und
eine sanfte Flanke auf der anderen Seite hat, zu erzeugen. Dazu wurden speziell angepasste und
optimierte “Reactive Ion Etching” (RIE) und “Deep Reactive Ion Etching” (DRIE) Prozesse verwendet.
Der strukturierte Bereich betrug dabei 54×54 𝑚𝑚2 . In diesem Bereich wurden 34107 identische 3D
Strukturen mit einer Prozessausbeute von 99,94% hergestellt, wobei jede Struktur einem
Mikrospiegelelement entspricht. Die dazu benötigten sog. „SCIL templates“ wurden unter
Verwendung eines speziellen Werkzeuges, eines sog. „Master Replication Tool” (MRT), abgeformt.
Um die Anzahl der erforderlichen Prozessschritte zur Herstellung der Mikrospiegel weiter zu
reduzieren, wurde ein zweiter Ansatz verfolgt: Eine neuartige Photolithographietechnik wurde
entwickelt, welche die Verwendung eine neuartigen beidseitig beschichteten Photomaske erfordert.
Eine 10×10 𝑐𝑚2 große zweiseitig beschichtete Photomaske wurde hergestellt und für die
Strukturierung von Fotolacken, welche maßgeschneiderte Seitenwandprofile aufweisen, optimiert.
Der entwickelte Prozess, der auf der zweiseitig beschichteten Photomaske basiert, zeichnet sich
durch gute Stabilität und Reproduzierbarkeit, hohe Prozessausbeuten und einen geringen Verbrauch
an Material, Zeit, Kosten und Aufwand aus. Mikrospiegelanordnungen mit einer Größe von
10×10 𝑐𝑚2 wurden unter Verwendung der drei folgenden Prozessschritte hergestellt: i) einer
Photolithographie unter Verwendung einer zweiseitig beschichteten Photomaske ii) einem
Aluminium-Depositionsschritt und iii) einem Lift-off-Prozess. Durch die Prozessführung und die
gewählte Geometrie erhöht sich die Lichttransmission im offenen Zustand der Mikrospiegelearrays
von 70% auf 72,76%. Im geschlossenen Zustand reduziert sie sich von 5,1% auf 0,1%. Die
elektrostatische Aktuierbarkeit der Mikrospiegel verbessert sich durch ein zusätzliches metallisches
Leitungsnetzwerk, welches die Spiegel umgibt und die Leitungseigenschaften verbessert.
Stichwörter: Mikrospiegel, Deposition, Nanoimprintlithographie, Photomaske, Ätzen, Silizium
Photoresist, Restschicht
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Abstract
In this work, fabrication processes for daylight guiding systems based on micromirror arrays are
developed, evaluated and optimized. Two different approaches are used to achieve both, easy
processing and high process yield. At first, nanoimprint lithography is used to fabricate large area
micromirrors by means of Substrate Conformal Imprint Lithography (SCIL). Three-inch wafers of
silicon have been used to fabricate the 3D master templates where two Si etching processes are used
in fabrication. The Si etching processes are optimized to achieve 3D structures providing a slight
undercut and a leading edge profile using optimized Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) and Deep Reactive Ion
Etching (DRIE) processes. The structured area is 54×54 𝑚𝑚2 and 34017 identical 3D structures are
fabricated, corresponding to the micromirrors number, with a yield of 99.94%. SCIL templates are
replicated from the 3D master templates using a special Master Replication Tool (MRT).
Secondly, to reduce the micromirrors fabrication steps and overcome the size limitations faced in
conventional and nanoimprint lithography, a new lithography technique is developed using a novel
bi-layered photomask. A 10×10 𝑐𝑚2 bi-layered photomask is fabricated and optimized to pattern
photoresists providing tailored non-vertical sidewalls (Leading edges). The process developed using
this bi-layered mask is showing a reproducible stable process, high yield, and is consuming less
material, time, cost and effort. Micromirrors arrays of 10×10 𝑐𝑚2 are fabricated using mainly three
fabrication steps: i) photolithography using a bi-layered photomask, ii) aluminum deposition and iii)
a lift-off process. The optical transmission of the micromirrors are improved from 70% to 72.76%
light transmission in opened state and from 5.1% to nearly 0.1% light transmission in closed state.
The electrostatic actuation of the micromirrors is improved using a conductive grid surrounding the
micromirrors providing better electrical performance.
Keywords: micromirrors, deposition, nanoimprint lithography, bi-layered photomask, etching, silicon,
photoresist, residual layer.
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Introduction and State of the Art
1.1. Motivation
Currently, the world is being concerned about carbon reduction, global warming and energy saving.
Sustainable designs of 'Green Building' have gained great attention in the last decades and the use of
natural light has become an important strategy to improve energy efficiency by minimizing lighting,
heating, and cooling loads [1]. In general, the introduction of daylighting strategies can considerably
reduce a building's electricity consumption and also significantly improve the quality of light indoor,
since the artificial light accounts for a great part of the total energy consumption of a standard office
building [2]. Daylighting is preferred over electric artificial lighting. It is free of charge and
characterized as a high illuminance with full-spectrum light which gives a perfect colour rendering,
variable angles of the light incidence, big variations in the intensity and the colours, which gives a
positive effect on human well-being. Daylight also offers a favourable thermal energy inside the
buildings [3].
However, daylight can also produce uncomfortable solar glare and very high luminance reflections
e.g. on display screens, both of which interfere with a good vision. Since most of the room, windows
are located at one side, the distribution of daylight in these rooms is unsatisfying. The availability and
the characteristics of the daylight are dependent on the climate, weather, latitude, the time of the day
and the time of the year [1]. In summer, the sun rises very high at noon: the area close to the window
inside the room is very bright, while the rest stays relatively dim. In winter as well as in the evening
hours, the low sun positions, cause daylight distributions in the room where people suffer from glare
effects drastically, due to the light`s angle of incidence. Especially those people, who face glare effects
during their work with computer screens or displays will use blinds and shutters to be able to
complete their work and artificial light sources will be employed, even during day time, as shown in
Fig. 1.1. For these reasons, controlling the admission of sunlight inside the building requires a careful
design and techniques to provide good lighting [4].
10
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Figure 1.1: Demonstration of daylight illumination inside offices. (Left) high sun position:
bright area close to the window the rest is relatively dim. (Right) low sun position: daylight
projected on display and people in an unfavourable way.

1.2. State of the Art
Several techniques have been invented to improve the utilization of sunlight, offering usable daylight
at a greater depth from the window.
Louvres are one of the common daylight systems, consisting of multiple window blinds or shutters
arranged horizontally with tunable angle to admit and redirect the daylight. It can direct the incident
sunlight in different angles towards the ceiling. The limitation of such a system is that the blinds may
completely or partially obstruct the vision outside the window and it may produce bright lines along
the blinds causing glare effect [5].
Solar Canopy illumination system is a new technology for daylighting which is attached above the
window to change the orientation of direct sunlight into the core of the room. It consists of adaptive
butterfly arrays and Fresnel lenses to project the sunlight to curved redirecting mirrors in which they
enter the daylight within appropriate range of angles to the building. Glare effect is one of the main
drawbacks of such a system [6].
Laser cut panel glazing are daylight systems, where a thin sheet of clear acrylic plastic is used. By
laser-cutting transparent rectangular parallel panels are made and each cut surface deflects the
daylight by internal reflection. An advantage of laser cut panel is that the outside vision of the window
is not obstructing, but it is slightly distorted [7]. Sun-directing Glass is another daylight utilization
11
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technique, where vertical stacks of opaque concave acrylic strips are implemented in-between a
double-pane glass window, which redirect the incoming sunlight from all incident angles toward the
ceiling of the room. The system is maintenance free and is protected from damage or contamination
by the two panes of glass. The limitations of such a system are: obstructed outside vision and a fixed
redirecting angle [8].
All the above-mentioned daylight-guiding systems are limited to one or few functions. In order to
overcome these problems, providing better daylight distribution and heat regulation. Prof. Dr. H.
Hillmer et. al. proposed the use of large area micromirror arrays for daylighting as an invention
patented in Germany under Patent No. DE 103 58 967 B4 [9]. Those micromirror arrays have been
developed at the Institute of Nanostructure Technologies and Analytics in laboratory scale. Millions
of micromirrors can be implemented between two pans of conventional insulated glass, providing
efficient transmission control and improved daylight distribution. Micromirror arrays implemented
on large areas of the windows can control the amount and steer the daylight inside rooms in response
to an applied voltage based on electrostatic actuation. Intelligent networked sensing systems can be
used which can collect information about the scenario in the room as well as environment conditions
and feed them to an automated driving unit in order to deal with different conditions and situations.
Figure 1.2 shows a schematic cross section of an office equipped with a so-called “active window”
consist of micromirror arrays dealing with different times and weather conditions. At noon: in winter
when the sun at high position, the micromirror arrays are opened (case a), the office is fully
illuminated and heated by sun radiation. In summer, the micromirror arrays are partially opened in
a certain deviation angle (case b), providing better daylight distribution and reduce the room
temperature by reflect out the daylight. At duck: the micromirrors are opened to have full illumination
(case d), however the micromirror arrays can be partially opened to avoid glare effect (case e) or fully
closed, as in (case f).
The miniaturization of micromirrors leads to improve mechanical stability, fast response and
enhance lifetime. Domination of electrostatic force in micro scale over inertial and gravitational forces
improve the efficiency of using electrostatic force to actuate micromirrors. Furthermore,
micromirrors are unresolved by human eyes, hence, the optical impression is undisturbed.
Micromirrors are protected by the two panes of glass against dirt, dust or any possible kinds of
damages [10].
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Figure 1.2: Schematic cross section of an office equipped with an active window system.
At noon: a) Fully opened state. b) Upper arrays are opened. c) Fully closed state. At dusk:
d) Fully open-state. e) Upper arrays are closed. f) Fully closed-state.

1.3. Thesis Objectives
The main aim of this work is to improve the fabrication processes of those micromirror arrays based
on micro system technologies. Different techniques have been studied in this thesis and detailed
investigations have been carried out to improve the working principle of daylight guiding, while
meeting the requirements of large area applications, low fabrication cost and high yield. The
objectives of this thesis work are itemized below:
1) Investigation of Si etching: simple RIE, Deep RIE and wet etching of Si as well as SiO 2.
2) Fabrication of micromirror arrays using UV-NIL, including 3D master template
fabrication, replication to SCIL templates and imprinting 3D structures using mruvcur06.
3) Deep investigation of NIL to improve the imprinted structure while reducing residual
layers.
4) Fabrication of micromirror arrays using bi-Layered photomasks. Where a complex
photomask has been designed, fabricated and optimized, 10×10 cm2 glass substrates
equipped micromirror arrays have been fabricated and optimized.
13
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1.4. Scope of the Chapters
The thesis is organized in the following manner:
Chapter 2. details the fundamentals leading to micromirror arrays fabrication. Explains the
miniaturizing of mechanical systems and the definitions of MEMS. Diffraction of light
and the common actuation methods are also presented in this chapter.
Chapter 3. discusses foundations of fabrication technologies which are applied to fabricate MEMS
including conventional, grayscale and nanoimprint photolithography, deposition of thin
films technologies and etching processes.
Chapter 4. presents an overview of the conventional fabrication of micromirror arrays and
fabrication of micromirrors using nanoimprint lithography. Experimental results of
both fabrication technologies are discussed in details.
Chapter 5. presents a new concept to fabricate micromirror arrays using a bi-layered photomask.
The design and fabrication processes of the bi-layered photomask are discussed in
detail. It also presents and discusses the experimental results of using the bi-layered
photomask in micromirror array fabrication.
Chapter 6. summarizes and concludes the work done in this thesis as well as proposes future
research work for the large area micromirror arrays.

14

Fundamentals Leading to MEMS
Fabrication
This chapter explains some fundamentals required for micromirrors fabrication including MEMS and
MOEMS based micromirror arrays, miniaturization methodology, the working principles of
micromirror arrays, the mechanism of actuation process and the most important actuation types.
Finally, stress existing in thin-films and diffraction of light is discussed in details.

2.1. MEMS - Definitions, Technologies and Applications
The great advancements in the field of micro technologies have opened the doors for many
applications of microelectromechanical systems. These microelectromechanical systems or so-called
MEMS literally are very small systems where micro refers to their micro dimensional scale, electro
refers to electrical features or/ and electronics and mechanical refers to the movable parts of the
system. All together, they are integrated into a micro scale system. However, over the years, MEMS
as a concept have been developped to cover many other types of miniaturized things, involving
thermal, magnetic, fluidic and optical devices and systems regarding less to movable parts or/ and
non-electronic elements [11]. In general, MEMS have characteristic lengths of less than 1mm but not
less than 100nm, devices having characteristic length less than 100nm are referred as nanoscopic
devices (NEMS). Figure 2.1 visualizes the characteristic dimensions of MEMS and NEMS. Practically,
MEMS include electronic and non-electronic elements to offer functions like: sensing, signal
processing and actuation. Some MEMS involve large arrays of micro scale elements for some specific
applications like projection displays, uncooled infrared imaging devices as well as micromirror array
for large area applications [12].
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Figure 2.1: Dimensions of objects in perspective. MEMS/NEMS examples shown are of a
vertical single-walled carbon nanotube transistor, a molecular carbon-nanotube-based
gear, quantum-dot transistor, and DMD micromirror. Original Fig. from [13].
MEMS based optical devices also known as optical MEMS or MOEMS (Micro-Opto-Electro-Mechanical
Systems) devices comprise of micro-scale reflective and diffractive elements controlled by
micromachined parts. These devices have become increasingly important in the development of
many networks, tele-communications and optical systems. Potential MOEMS applications include
optical data storage functions as switches and modulator in some applications with low signal loss or
cross talk [14]. In addition, they play a significant role in the design of optical attenuators and other
optical components, integrating both MEMS and optical technologies. Actuatable micromirrors are
important MOEMS device: best suited for daylight guiding, optical shutters and micro-optical
switches applications.
Fabrication of MEMS devices requires a special microfabrication process called “micromachining”
involving some kind of patterning or lithography, thin-film deposition, and etching processes.
However, most micro/nanofabrication techniques have their roots in standard fabrication methods
developed for the semiconductor industry [13].
16
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2.2. Miniaturizing of Mechanical Systems
Recently, many products in different applications have been improved or developed by scaling down
the components using microsystem technologies, which lead to fabricate “cheap”, small, and
lightweight, while providing access to regions where bulk equipment will not fit. For example, by
scaling down an optical microscope it is possible to take it to the patient, rather than taking the patient
or pieces of to the microscope, to monitor health. The principal benefits of scaling down a system is
the significant reduction in size and weight, while maintaining high reliability, resonance frequency
and long life time [15]. As the dimensions of the system changes, its physical parameters also change
in a dramatic way. Now the question is, why the reduction in size of a system significantly improves
stability, reliability and fast response and how the physical parameters are changed by changing the
size of a system?
Considering the scale factor S is the ratio between the sizes of a system in different scales. If S is
(1/1000), the object is scaled down 1000 times. The scale factor S can be used to describe the change
of physical phenomena. For example, if the scale factor S decreases by a factor of 1/100 then the
lengths of the object will decrease by 100 and the area A will decrease by a factor of (100)2 [16].
𝐴 = 𝑥×𝑦

(2.1)

The volume will decrease by a factor of (100)3
𝑉 = 𝑥×𝑦 ×𝑧

(2.2)

This means the scale size decreases by one hundred the volume will decrease by one million and the
lengths (x, y, z) scales by 1/𝑆 1 or 𝑆 −1 , the area A scales by 𝑆 −2 and the volume scales by 𝑆 −3 . The
surface tension force scales as 𝑆 −1 ; the inertia force scales as 𝑆 −4 ; the magnetic force scales as 𝑆 −2..4 ;
the gravity force scales as 𝑆 −3 ; and the electrostatic force scales as 𝑆 −0…2 . As an example, if the object
size decreases from one meter to one micrometre, the scale factor S will be (1/1,000,000). The surface
tension force decreases by a factor of a 𝑆 −1 = 10−6 , the inertia force decreases by a factor of a 𝑆 −4 =
10−24 , the gravitational force decreases by a factor of a 𝑆 −3 = 10−18 and the electrostatic force
decreases by a factor of a ~ 𝑆 −2 = 10−12 [16].
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Figure 2.2: Log plot describes the relation between scale factor S and fundamental forces.
Redrawn from [17].
Based on how a fundamental force scales, whether as 𝑆 −1 or 𝑆 −2 or 𝑆 −3 or 𝑆 −4 , we may decide how
to design small mechanical systems and which forces are effective at that scale. Since some
fundamental forces will become ineffective if the object miniaturized to a certain size, other forces
may dominate at the same size. If we have a system using the magnetic force, e.g. electrical motor or
magnetic switch, for actuation in the macro scale, the magnetic force can be used efficiently. However,
if the system is miniaturized to the micro or nanodomain, the force will vanish dramatically, hence
the same system just scaled down will most probably not being able to work anymore. The inertia
force, which mostly, subjected to material fatigue, is decreased by scale factor of 𝑆 −4 . Such an abrupt
reduction in inertia force leads to better mechanical response and stability of the system. Whilst,
electrostatic force dominates among other forces at micro and nanoscale and can be used effectively,
as shown in Fig. 2.2. New phenomena at the micro/nanoscale bring forward a wide range of new
applications. Currently, most forces used in MEMS application scale as 𝑆 −2 . These include electrostatic
forces, forces generated by pressures, and biological forces [16]. Electrostatic actuatable
micromirrors are a good example of a positive effect of miniaturization on the functionality of a
system in the micro domain. In miniaturized systems, used in many different applications, inertia
forces are negligible, offering high reliability and fast response. Electrostatic forces can be generated
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relatively easy and they are effective among other forces. Hence, it is used to actuate the mirrors or
shutters.

2.3. Working Principles of Micromirror Array Based Daylight
Guiding Applications.
Millions of electrostatically actuatable micromirrors maybe implemented between two panes of
conventional glass, to steer and control the amount of light inside buildings. These so called active
windows are currently being developed at the Institute of Nanostructure Technologies and Analytics.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the working principle of micromirrors for daylight guiding applications. The
deflection angle 𝜃 of the mirrors is tuned electrostatically based on the applied voltage. The default
state of the micromirrors, under unbiased conditions, is open and 𝜃𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is maximum.

Figure 2.3: Illustration of how micromirrors are guiding the daylight. a) The micromirrors
in a closed state where θ = 0° and actuation voltage is at maximum, b) The micromirrors
in opened state, θ at maximum and actuation voltage is zero.
Once the voltage is applied across the micromirrors and the bottom electrode, the angle 𝜃𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
will decrease due to generated electrostatic force. The electrostatic force pulls the mirrors towards
the substrate reducing the 𝜃𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝜃 ∝ (𝑉𝐴𝑐𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 )−1 . By varying the actuation voltage 𝑉𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ,
the deflection angle of the mirrors can be varied. This is possible, because an electrostatic force is
generated by the applied voltage which equals the restoring force, resulting from local intrinsic stress
in micromirror layer(s) in the hinge regions and the system will be in equilibrium. As a result of
19
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increasing the voltage to a certain level, 𝜃𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 will become zero, the micromirrors will rest flat
on the substrate and the window will become entirely reflective. In ideal case a very small current is
flowing during micromirror deflection while no current is required once the micromirrors adapted
in a certain position.
The implementation of these mirrors can be summarized in three steps: micropatterning to define
the micromirror’s shape, thin-film deposition to create the mirror layers, and release of the mirrors
via lift-off process. After that, the mirrors will self-assemble, standing nearly 90ᴼ out of the plane
position due to intrinsic stress of deposited layers, as shown in Fig. 2.4. A low emissivity coated glass
(Low-e glass) has been used as a substrate. Such a Low-e glass used to minimize the amount of
ultraviolet and/ or infrared light that can pass through window glass in buildings. The coated film
consists of a thin conductive layer like: aluminum or silver, used here as bottom electrode.
Subsequently, a dielectric layer of SiO2 to isolate the mirror from the bottom electrode is deposited
[18]. Microstructuring a layer of photosensitive material via photolithography or alternative
techniques to create a so called sacrificial layer to define the shape of the micromirrors, as shown in
Fig. 2.4. a.

Substrate
a) Micropatterning

Substrate

Substrate
b) Deposition of layers

c) Release of the Mirrors

Figure 2.4: Basic fabrication steps of the micromirror arrays
Afterwards, the mirrors are deposited in plane with the substrate using thin multi-layers deposition
of conductive materials, Fig. 2.4, b. Releasing the mirrors out of plane by removing the sacrificial layer
underneath, the mirrors self-assembles the mirror at almost 90° out of plane.
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2.4. Common Actuation Mechanisms and Methods
As discussed earlier, scaling of an electromechanical system has an impact on the influence of the
fundamental forces acting on the system. MEMS have micromovable parts to create a mechanical
motion used for a specific reason depending upon the application of that system. Selection of MEMS
actuation method is based on: the size and the shape of the system, application, fabrication process
and the cost. In general, an actuator converts energy input into mechanical motion. Depending on the
physical principle on which the energy conversion is based, different type of actuation can be
identified. Examples of most common actuation method will arise throughout this chapter.

2.4.1. Thermal Microactuators
In principle, thermal actuation is based on thermal expansion of matter. When a material is heated
up, the atoms and electrons will be excited and start vibrating with an amplitude depending on the
energy of heat source. They push each other to have enough space for vibration amplitude, resulting
in the expansion of the material. According to Joule’s law, if electrical current flows in a material, it
will gain thermal energy because of the collision between the material atoms and the flowing
electrons. Based on these phenomena, the thermal actuator is working. The working principle of
thermal actuator is very simple: using bi-layer structure of two materials with different coefficients
of thermal expansion and by injecting electrical current to heat them up, resulting in stresses at the
interface and consequently bending of the stack. Another technique is using two layers of same
material having different thickness joined from one end. When current flows, differences in layer
thicknesses will lead to differences in thermal expansion causing bending [19].
In general, such actuators are simple, easy to fabricate, having large displacement and the output
force being relatively strong. However, they consume more power than other types, the device is very
sensitive to external temperatures, may actuate prematurely in a hot environment and having
comparatively low response time [20].

2.4.2. Magnetic Microactuators
Miniaturized magnetic actuators convert input electrical energy into output mechanical energy based
on Lorentz forces. If a conductive element subjected by an electrical current, an electromagnetic force
(Lorentz force) is created in a direction perpendicular to the current. This force is proportional to the
magnetic flux density, current, and length of the element. Attractive and repulsive forces are possible
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to be created in magnetic actuators. The main drawback of this system is miniaturization to microscale, interference with an external field, difficulties in addressable operation, the need for relatively
high power and the difficulty of micromachining a connective element [21]. Lorentz forces are useful
for closed-loop feedback in systems employing electromagnetic sensing to control the amount of
deflection.

2.4.3. Piezoelectric Microactuators
Under the influence of external mechanical stress certain materials experience change in electrical
polarization, this phenomenon is known as piezoelectric effect. Material that exhibits piezoelectric
effect also exhibits inverse piezoelectric effect i.e. material experiences stress or deformation under
the influence of an applied electric field [22]. The phenomenon of inverse of the piezoelectric effect is
utilized in piezoelectric actuators. Single crystal materials such as Aluminiumnitride (AlN), Zincoxide
(ZnO) or lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) are generally used in MEMS application based on piezoelectric
microactuators [23]. Piezoelectric actuators need relatively high electrical power for actuation, as
they are limited by small displacement, in the range of micrometers, associated with piezoelectric
effect. However, to overcome this limitation a multi-layer piezoelectric actuator can be used to extend
the displacement to 250 micrometers. Furthermore, fabrication of piezoelectric actuators is relatively
simple and can generate linear movement with very short response time [12].

Figure 2.5: Biomorphic piezoceramic structure. Redrawn from [24].
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2.4.4. Electrostatic Microactuators
Electrostatic actuation is the most common actuation technique used in the design and development
of MEMS devices because of high design flexibility, moderate power consumption, and high reliability.
It is used in application such as RF-MEMS switches, MEMS-phase shifters, tunable microcapacitors,
projectors, light guiding system, satellite communication system and other optical communication
equipment [12]. An electrostatically actuatable MEMS can be modelled as a parallel plate capacitor
with one fixed plate and other movable as shown in Fig. 2.6. Electrostatic actuation depends upon
electrostatic force of attraction generated between two plates under the influence of applied voltage.
If A is the area of overlap of two parallel conductive plates in square meters, d is the separation
between the plates in meters, 𝜀𝑟 is the relative permittivity (dielectric constant) of the material
between the plates, then the capacitance C between the two plates is:
𝐶 = 𝜀𝑟 𝜀𝑜

𝐴
𝑑

(2.3)

where 𝜀𝑜 is the electric constant. By applying a voltage V between the two plates, the electrostatic
force 𝐹𝑒𝑠 is then:
1 𝐶𝑉 2
𝐹𝑒𝑠 =
2 𝑑

(2.4)

Area A

Applied
Voltage V

d

Attractive
force 𝐹
Figure 2.6: An illustration of a parallel-plate electrostatic actuator. Original Fig. from
[12].
The term of 𝑉 2 always remains positive, hence the force generated between the two plates is always
attractive. Another type of an electrostatic actuator is electrostatic comb actuators, which is more
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desirable for three reasons: Firstly, the attractive force is relatively uncommitted to displacement of
the two electrodes, while in parallel-plate electrostatic actuator is strongly dependent. Secondly, they
have a better displacement in comparison to parallel-plate electrostatic actuators [25]. At third,
possible to perform an in-plane movement instead of a movement perpendicular to the substrate.
Selecting the type of actuator however depends on the application, size, fabrication process and
economic justification, as mentioned before.

Comb tooth

Attractive
force 𝐹

Applied
Voltage V
Figure 2.7: An illustration of an electrostatic comb actuator. Original Fig. from [13].
In addition, one important advantage of electrostatic actuators is: due to a closed-loop feedback used
to perform a capacitive sensor in electrostatic actuators, which can sense the change in distance
between the plates caused by external force e.g., acceleration, or change in layer stress by time, leads
to change in d. The voltage can be applied directly to maintain the distance and bring the movable
electrode to initial position [12].

2.5. Stress in Thin Films
Thin films and multilayers are widely used in MEMS devices as structural parts for mechanical, optical
or electrical reasons. The mechanical properties under severe environmental conditions often
changed. Stress is usually existing in thin films due to constrain imposed by their substrates or other
thin film, in multilayer case.
The object is stressed when its atoms place is changed from their equilibrium position effected by
force. Based on the type of force, stress is classified to three types: Epitaxial, intrinsic and thermal.
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Epitaxial stress is present when the film has a perfect interface match with their substrate i.e. the
crystal lattices in film and substrate are aligned perfectly, an epitaxial strain is occurring, lead to misfit
in the film. Intrinsic stress often observed during the deposition process or growth of the films. This
kind of stress is not due to difference in coefficient of thermal expansion or mismatch in lattice
constant. That’s why they called it intrinsic or growth stresses where the stress arises due to different
deposition conditions of

Figure 2.8: Typical behaviour of the average film stress as a function of film thickness.
Original Fig. from [26].
each layer, i.e. the rearrangement of the atoms at a certain deposition condition creating intrinsic
stress, since the film is constrained by first deposited layer or the substrate. Thermal stress arises
from difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of different layers in a multilayer
structure and the deposition of the layer stack at elevated temperatures.

2.6. Diffraction of Light
Diffraction is defined as the phenomenon of generation of a characteristic spatial and spectral
variation of the intensity of waves as they come across an obstacle or through an aperture. The
phenomenon of the diffraction is more pronounced if the size of the obstacle or the aperture is in the
same order of magnitude of the wavelength or smaller by about a factor of very roughly ten than the
wavelength. If the obstacle is very large against the wavelength in a far distant observation, no
diffraction can be observed. However, even for macroscopic obstacles with very sharp edges,
diffraction is observed behind an edge [27]. To understand the phenomenon, consider a wave in sea
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approaching barriers, like rocks on the beach, the barriers will impede a part of the water wave that
strikes it, and the rest of the wavefront will work as secondary point sources each generating
spherical waves which gives rise to new wave which passes through two barriers is diffracted in a
characteristic way. Generally, all points on a wavefront will work as secondary point sources each
generating spherical waves which gives rise to new wavefronts. This leads to the characteristic
spreading and change in the direction of the wave at that region. Light as an electromagnetic wave
reveals the same phenomena when passing any obstacle which is in size in the same order of
magnitude of the wavelength or a bit larger, such as a slit or multi slits, gratings, holograms and so on.
In general, all kind of waves (sound, water, light, etc.) approaching apertures, obstacles or slits will
suffer from diffraction. It is well known that sound waves are diffracted as they pass through a
window, doorway or trees; this is how we can listen to a talk inside a room even we are standing
outside to the side of the window or door [27] or the diameter of membranes of loudspeakers has to
be chosen well according to the involved wavelength band to avoid noticeable distortions by
diffraction.
Diffraction generates a characteristic intensity profile varying a specially and spectrally as a function
of wavelength, dimensions, and geometry. For example, when the aperture width is very large
compared to wavelength 𝜆 ≪ 𝑎, then diffraction effect is insignificant, as shown in Fig. 2.9, a. As the
wavelength of visible light is in the range of 400-700 nm, it shows negligible diffraction passing
through the doorways or corners. However, light will suffer from diffraction apparently when the
aperture is small enough 𝜆 ~ 𝑎. If the aperture is much smaller 𝜆 ≫ 𝑎, then it acts as independent light
source and the light propagates in all directions and interesting effects can be observed in the near
field [28].

Figure 2.9: Interaction of light with objects of different size. Original Fig. from [17].
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To predict the shape of wavefronts after diffraction, Huygens’ principle has to be applied which says
“Every unobstructed point on a wavefront in the aperture serve as a source of secondary spherical
waves separated by 𝜆 (wavelength). The new wavefront is the tangential surface to all of these
secondary waves.” [29]. Figure 2.10 illustrates Huygens’ principle. However, it will not predict how
the waves of light will have been configured due to interference from different light sources or
different part of the same source. In order to understand the principle of how the wavefronts of
different sources or from different parts of the same source will be reconstructed after they meet, the
theory of superposition has to be applied [27].

Figure 2.10: a) Illustration of Huygens’ principle. Diffraction at an aperture of width equal
to four wavelengths. b) Another possible wavefront occurs at an angle θ to the z direction
which is a diffracted wave. Redrawn from [26].
In principle, superposition describes the interference of waves at specific points. When two waves
have the same phase, coming from two secondary point sources, arriving at a distinct point on the
screen, then the result will be the summation of the wave’s amplitude, taking the phase of each wave
in consideration this is well known as constructive interference. Conversely, if the same waves, but
with different phases, meet in a point at the screen they will cancel each other, if they have a phase
difference of 180°. This kind of interference is called a destructive interference. Figure 2.11 shows the
principle of superposition of two waves having identical wavelength and amplitude: left side shows a
constructive interference, where wave one and wave two are in phase Δφ = 0. Right side shows a
destructive interference, wave 1 and wave 2 are maximum out of phase Δφ=π.
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The above mentioned is an intuitive description, a precise solution is obtained by solving Maxwell´s
equations for the respective problem.

Figure 2.11: Interference of two waves of identical wavelength. Redrawn from [17]

Fresnel and Fraunhofer Diffraction
In general, diffraction of light is classified into two categories: Fresnel and Fraunhofer diffraction,
based on the distance between the light source and the aperture from one side and the distance
between the aperture and observation plane from the other side. When the light source or/and the
observation plane are located close (near field) to the aperture or the obstacle producing diffraction,
it is known as Fresnel diffraction. Since the source is close to the aperture, the wavefront take a
spherical shape hence secondary waves are out of phase. When the light source or the screen is
located far away from the aperture, causing a diffraction, this is called Fraunhofer diffraction. Because
the light source is far, the wavefront arriving at the aperture will be flat plane wave. That is why, all
the secondary waves, coming from secondary wave sources located close to the aperture, are in phase.
The interface pattern on the far screen produced by parallel light rays will spread to a width much
greater than the width of the aperture creating side fringes [30].
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Based on aperture width a, light wavelength 𝜆 and the distance z of the observation point from the
aperture, a rough estimation has been driven to define the diffraction zones. This derivation is called
Fresnel number 𝑁𝐹 .
𝑎2
𝑁𝐹 =
𝜆∙Z

(2.1)

Figure 2.12: Transition from shadowedges, Fresnel to Fraunhofer diffraction. A portion of
a planewave passes through an aperture with a certain width. Intensity distributions
across the wave are shown for different distances: Very close to the aperture, inside
Fresnel zone, and Fraunhofer zone. Redrawn from [31].
When Z is very small, near the aperture, Fresnel number 𝑁𝐹 ≫ 1. If the observation point (screen) is
located in the shadow region, the transmitted light is sharp. The profile width of the light intensity on
the screen is equal to the width of the aperture a. As the screen move away from the aperture, Z will
increase. When 𝑁𝐹 > 1, the screen is located in the Fresnel zone, the transmitted light width remains
comparable to that in the aperture, but narrow fringes appear at the edges. Far away from the
aperture, 𝑁𝐹 ≤ 1 , i.e. in the Fraunhofer region, the transmitted light width spreads very much, and
is flanked by many weaker fringes [32]. Figure 2.12 shows the diffraction of light, i.e. the light intensity
as a function of Z via a transition from shadow edges, to Fresnel and finally to Fraunhofer diffraction.
A portion of a plane wave passes through an aperture with a certain width shown in the diagram. The
lateral intensity distributions are depicted at different distances: very close to the aperture, inside the
Fresnel zone, and the Fraunhofer zone.
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Technologies
In this chapter, technological processes which are applied in the micromachining fabrication process
are presented and described in details including conventional photolithography, grayscale
photolithography, nanoimprint photolithography, deposition of thin films technologies and types of
etching processes.

3.1. Optical Lithography
The word lithography origins from the two Greek words lithos meaning stone and grafia meaning to
write. Hence as a composed word lithography means to write on a stone. In the fields of MEMS and
semiconductors, the stone is the substrate and the patterns are written using e.g. ion implantation or
plasma jets directly or indirectly using local exposure of sensitive polymers (resist) by
electromagnetic waves of short wavelength, particle beams or temperature [33]. The fabrication of a
3D structure in MEMS requires various physical and chemical processes performed on a substrate,
e.g., patterning, deposition and etching processes (in most of the cases a vertically structuring one
and a lateral sacrificial layer etching). Optical lithography, also called photolithography, is a
patterning process in which a light-sensitive polymer called photoresist is exposed to light for
transferring a pattern from a photomask to the photoresist. After developing, it forms a 2D structure
on a substrate. Essentially, the final resist pattern is binary: parts of the substrate are covered with a
photoresist whereas other parts are completely uncovered. This process is very important for pattern
transfer since the parts of the substrate covered with photoresist will be protected from next
processes like etching, deposition, or used to perform a lift-off process to remove the deposited layers.
Photolithography can be repeated numerous times to implement various structures and devices. Each
pattern formed on the substrate is aligned to the previous one. Originally, this technique has been
used in the field of transistors fabrication in the semiconductor industry. The same basic fabrication
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processes developed by the semiconductor industry for the fabrication of IC chips are also used in the
MEMS fabrication industry [34].
Basically, photolithography requires a light source, optical elements to project the light, a photomask
and a photoresist layer coating on a substrate. Thus, a desired pattern is transferred from the
designed photomask to the substrate. The sequence of a standard or typical optical lithography
process is briefed as: substrate preparation, spin coat a photoresist, soft bake, exposure using UV of
other light sources, post exposure bake and development. Resultant photoresist patterns are copied
from a photomask which is attached to the light projection system [35].

Substrate

Prepare
substrate

Substrate

Coat with
photoresist

Substrate

Prebake

Substrate

Align and
Expose

Substrate

Develop

Figure 3.1: Photolithography processing steps. Redrawn from [36]
Substrate preparation: In order to reduce the defects in the final pattern and improve the adhesion
between the photoresist and the substrate, a sequence of processes has to be taken: starting from
substrate cleaning to remove contamination using chemical/mechanical cleaning like water, acetone,
isopropanol and sometimes O2 plasma treatment. The contamination on substrate surface can be
either organic or inorganic and can take the form of particles leading to defects in the final resist
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pattern or a film causing poor adhesion. Baking at relatively high temperature is performed for a
certain time to dehydrate water from the substrate surface [36].
The photoresist, in general, does not adhere well to Si-based substrates and many other types of solid
films. Adhesion promoters, such as Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) [37], or Ti-prime [38], are used to
improve the resist adhesion. When the substrate surface is water free, adhesion promoters will react
chemically or/and physically, bonding with the substrate atoms and offering good adhesion to
photoresist. HDMS or Ti-prime layers can be defined by spin coating a diluted solution to form a submonolayer of the active compound. Once properly baked and treated with adhesion promoters, the
substrate can be coated with photoresist [39].
Photoresist spin-coating: A spin-coater is used to generate a thin and homogenous coating of
photoresist with a specific thickness. The photoresist components having a solid state are dissolved
in a solvent to have it in a liquid form, which is dispensed on the substrate covering the whole surface.
Substrate is then rotated at a high speed to form a photoresist layer. The thickness of photoresist
layer depends upon the speed of the rotation, as shown in Fig. 3.2. However, it is important to mention
that the photoresist thickness and uniformity does not depend on spin speed only while, also affected
by the viscosity of the resist, spin coating time, acceleration of the spin coater, and the substrate
parameter including surface roughness, substrate geometry and materials.
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Figure 3.2: Effect of spin speed on the photoresist film thickness. Original Fig. from [40]
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The principle behind the spin coating technique is based on the centrifugal force, initiated by spinning,
pushing the resist toward the substrate edge. The resist viscosity acts as a frictional force working in
the opposite direction. When the resist film is reduced in thickness during spinning, the centrifugal
force decreases, since it is proportional to the mass, as shown in Fig. 3.3. Furthermore, during
spinning solvent will evaporate leading to increase in resist viscosity. Thus, after a certain time the
resist stops flowing. Experimentally, there is a limited range of acceptable spin speed. For example,
at high spin speed the edges of the substrate are affected by turbulent airflow resulting an
inhomogeneous film thickness, especially with noncircular substrates. On the contrary, rotation at
speeds lower than 1000 rpm will lead to a non-uniform film thickness.

a
Dispense a photoresist

c

b
Rotate a substrate
covered by a photoresist

Accelerate to a certain rpm to
control the photoresist thickness

Figure 3.3: Principle of photoresist spin-coating
At the edge of the substrate, a further force becomes effective, which is the surface tension at the
photoresist-air interfaces pointing inward perpendicular to the resist surface, due to the larger
attraction of resist molecules to each other than to the molecules in the air. Figure 3.4 shows an
illustration of the forces effecting resist uniformity and thickness during spin coating.
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Figure 3.4: Dominant forces effecting the photoresist profile during spin coating. Redrawn
from [36]
Post bake process: This step is also called as softback. It is a thermal process before exposing the
substrate coated with photoresist. After spin coating, the photoresist still contains about 20-40%
solvent by weight [41]. During this process the solvent evaporates, resulting a reduction in the resist
thickness, change in the refractive index, increase in the density and diffusion of photoactive
compound in the photoresist leading to better photo-chemical reactions [42]. This step is very critical.
Backing time and temperature has to be selected carefully, to evaporate the solvent at a certain
temperature while, keeping the photoactive compound composed. At high temperature, photoactive
compound may begin to decompose. Furthermore, increasing the temperature beyond a certain level
may lead to cross-link of the photoresist even before exposure.
There are two main methods to post bake the photoresist: baking in an oven at a specific temperature
or a tunable high-mass metal hot plate. Currently hot plate is the most popular baking method
because of the high thermal conductivity of the metal plate. After removing the substrate from hot
plate, it will cool down and is ready for the next step [41].
Exposure process: As mentioned previously, the purpose of photolithography is to pattern a
photoresist by a desired shape copied from a photomask. Basically, the exposure step will define
which area of the resist will be soluble in a developer and which will not. By impact UV light in the
range of 350-450nm at a certain area of a positive photoresist, the photoactive component is
converted from non-soluble to a soluble in the developer [43]. Since, the variation of light energy at a
specific point will change the properties of the resist at that point. The UV exposure process
performed by mounting both, photoresist coated substrate and a photomask into an optical
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projection system. Both aligned in x, y, z and rotation as needed. Once the alignment is done. Optical
system exposes the substrate with UV light through a photomask [44].
In general, the method of UV exposure is classified to three types: contact, proximity and projection
lithography as shown in Fig. 3.5. Contact and proximity exposure are the simplest techniques used in
optical lithography [41]. In contact exposure, the photomask is very close to photoresist surface, the
gap is equal the source radiation wavelength, which leads to relatively high resolution. But in other
hand and due to small distance, the photomask may damage, contaminate or deform prime to low
yield and less life time of the photomask. Therefore, this technique is limited for research field only
and mostly not used in mass production [41]. In proximity exposure, the photomask is located close
to the photoresist surface with a gap about 20 µm resulting in lower resolution as the effect of
diffraction increased significantly by moving away from the photomask apertures, see section 0
above. Due to the gap, the lifetime of the photomask is increasing and the device yield in the process
as well. This technique is used in mass production but only for relatively large structure, because of
the resolution limit.
(4)

𝑅 𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∝ √𝑔𝜆

Where g is the gap between the photomask and the photoresist and 𝜆 is the wavelength of the light
source.
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Figure 3.5: The typical exposure techniques used in photolithography. Original Fig. from [17].
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Projection exposure, can overcome some limitations existing in contact and proximity techniques,
however it is more complex. Projection lithography also reveals a higher resolution. Using optical
elements in the gap between the photomask and the photoresist to meet the requirement of better
resolution, long life time of the photomask and high yield [45]. These lenses will reduce the diffraction
and project a sharp image of the photomask toward the resist. There are two ways of projection
lithography. Scanning lithography, where mirrors are used for the projection. Light will scan the
wafer by moving simultaneously the photomask and the wafer over a slit. The exposure dose is
defined by means of UV light intensity, the width of the light window and scanning speed [45]. Stepand-repeat-systems use an optical system by means of refraction as shown in third diagram of Fig.
3.5. These two systems are used for high resolution production. In addition, reduction of image size
optically, using mirrors in case of scanning lithography or lenses in step-and-repeat-technique, will
simplify the fabrication of the photomasks. The resolution of lithography depends strongly on the
wavelength of light 𝜆 and the numerical aperture NA of the optical system.
𝑅 𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∝

𝜆
𝑁𝐴

(5)

Such systems have employed different light sources to shorten the wavelength, starting from blue
wavelength 436nm to UV light 365nm then deep UV light 248 till 193nm. Further on, the modern
development in technology, improved the projection tools and the numerical aperture NA has been
increased incredibly from 0.16 up to 0.93. Numerical aperture can be improved even more by
immerse the lens in high refractive index liquid during exposure to have numerical aperture NA > 1
[36].
Post exposure bake process: This step is very important especially for chemically amplified resists.
It considered as an essential part of the chemical reactions to create a differential in solubility
between exposed and unexposed resist. The exposure will generate a small amount of a strong acid
which is not enough to change the solubility of the resist. Thus, post exposure bake is used to create
more acid to have more solubility differential. The baking temperature and time are very important,
since this step is very critical similar to post bake, which has been discussed earlier [36].
Development: Once the selected area of the photoresist has been exposed, the soluble parts can be
removed by immersing the substrate with exposed photoresist in a weak solvent called developer.
Typically, the concentration of the developer is fixed, and soak time is changed about (10-90) s to
sufficiently wash away the soluble parts of the resist. Development is one of the critical steps of
photolithography process. The soak time has to be selected carefully to define the shape of the
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photoresist profile, based on the characteristics of the resist and developer, resist thickness, and
developer temperature [36].

Soluble
photoresist

a) Exposed photoresist

Substrate

Developer

b) Development
Process

c) Rinse with deionized
water

d) Remaining a cured
photoresist

Substrate

Substrate

Substrate

Figure 3.6: Illustration of development processes. a) Exposed positive or negative
photoresist. b) Development by submerging the photoresist coated wafer in a developer.
c) Rinse the photoresist to stop development process. d) The remaining photoresist after
drying with 𝑁2 .
To stop the developing process, the substrate has to be removed from the developer and directly
immersed into deionized water or rinsed and dried by a 𝑁2 gas stream. The photoresist developer is
classified into two main categories for negative or positive photoresist. In case of negative
photoresist, the developer is an organic solvent in which the resist resins are soluble. In negative
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photoresist, the exposed area will be cured and remains on the substrate and the rest will be washed
away during development process. Positive resist developers, containing solutions of alkaline metal
or amine salts and bases, dissolve away the exposed areas of the positive photoresist, and the
unexposed part will remain on substrate.

3.2. Photoresists
Typically, the photoresist consists of these components: (i) film-forming resin, (ii) solvent, (iii)
sensitizer or photoinitiator or photoacid generator, and (iv) additives. Photoresist is designed to
change solubility in the developer of the exposed areas relative to the unexposed areas due to
exposure of a certain wavelength or electrons or even ions. The exposed area becomes more soluble,
in positive tone photoresist, whereas less soluble in negative tone photoresist [34].

Substrate
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Process
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More soluble

Negative Photoresist

Positive Photoresist
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After Exposure
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Figure 3.7: Patterning of positive and negative photoresist highlighting regions of
insolubility that remain after exposure and developing. Original Fig. from [34].
This alters considerably in the solubility of the exposed area as a result of some chemical reactions
happened due to the absorption of radiation by the resist. The main difference in behaviour of positive
and negative photoresist during photolithography process is illustrated in the Fig. 3.7.
In general, photoresists have been designed to reveal a nonlinear relation between exposure dose and
solubility, which gives an extreme contrast in solubility, thus sharp sidewalls can be defined even at
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low exposure dose. The classification of photoresist is mainly divided into two types positive and
negative photoresist [46].
Exposure light suffers from absorption effect, when traveling in a photoresist. That is the reason why,
the top part of the resist will receive more exposure dose than the part or layer close to substrate. The
exposed area at top layer is bigger than that one close to the substrate. More photoresist is dissolved,
in a positive photoresist, from top than bottom layer. Such an exposure profile and due to absorption
gives an overcut sidewall profile, a sidewall angle less than 90° , in positive photoresist. Such a sidewall
profile is acceptable for etching or deposition processes but not for lift-off process. While, due to same
phenomena of absorption, in case of negative photoresist, the top area is bigger and hardened more
than the bottom layer. This provides an undercut sidewall profile and, thus, sidewall angles larger
than 90° , as shown in Fig. 3.8 [47].

Figure 3.8: Sidewall profile of positive photoresist (left) gives an overcut, 𝜃 < 90° and
negative photoresist (right) gives an undercut, 𝜃 > 90° . Also, illustrate exposure profile vs.
photoresist thickness because of absorption.
Commonly, the formulations of positive photoresist consist of two components, diazoquinone ester
DQ as a sensitizer and a novalac N as a base polymer. These two-component positive photoresist
formulations are referred to as DQN resist. Such a resist is very sensitive to near ultraviolet UV light,
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from 435nm (g-line), 405nm (h-line) and 365nm (i-line) [46]. Commercially, a positive photoresist is
more expensive than a negative photoresist and widely used in cleanroom in research field due to the
high pattern resolution, no swelling in development and aqueous-based solvents can be used as
developer to decrease the amount of generated hazardous waste material. DQN-based positive
resists, have a good thermal resistance about 200° 𝐶, have a low resistance in wet chemical and lower
adhesion to substrate surfaces. In negative photoresist, many types of polymer can be cured when
exposed to UV light, therefore, many types of negative photoresist are commercially available. It is
sensitive to oxygen and solvent exhibit swelling. In general, negative photoresist has a lower pattern
resolution, swelling during development and hard to remove after cured. However, they are cheaper,
have a better chemical resistance than positive photoresist and they are more adhesive to substrate.

3.3. Grayscale Photolithography
In standard photolithography, which has been presented in previous sections, the desired resist
pattern is binary. The “exposed” area has to be completely removed during development, while the
remaining resist should have a rectangular cross-section with vertical or near vertical sidewalls, used
for etching, deposition or lift-off processes. For a specific application or to simplify the product
fabrication steps, especially in MEMS-based applications, the requirement of having a leading edge
(sloped sidewall) profile is highly desirable, where precise control of the sidewall profile or angle of
the photoresist edges and subsequent etch process is required. Many applications in optics,
microfluidics, and photonic crystals and many other applications need such a 3D structure. A
conventional photomask used for 2D photolithography have two reigns either a photo shield to block
the light or transparent to transmit the light avoiding the effect of diffraction to have binary patterns
copied from that mask [48].
In grayscale photolithography, the photomask is modified to have three reigns opaque to block the
light, transparent to transmit the light and the third area is to produce a gradient change in intensity
either by a change in transparency, or by diffraction effects caused by narrow apertures as shown in
Fig 3.9. To achieve that, not only the photomask has to be modified, the photoresist must be
manipulated as well. There are two common techniques used to fabricate a photomask to modify the
sidewall profile of the photoresist. The first method uses a high-energy beam sensitive glass (HEBS),
where a high energy electron beam is used to write directly on a silver alkali halide material to change
the opacity of the glass via colouring specific points of silver atoms. The opacity of such a silvercontaining doped glass, can be controlled by dwell time and the energy of the beams [49].
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of a grayscale photolithography in comparison to standard
photolithography. Original Fig. from [48].
The second method uses a standard photomask. The gradual change in transmission achieved by
pixelating the chrome layers on the glass as shown in Fig. 3.10. The size of each pixel and the space
between two pixels has to be precisely designed to modulate the transmission of light without being
directly imaged onto the surface of the photoresist. Thus, the size of each pixel should be below the
diffraction limit. By changing the size of pixels and spacing (pitch) gradually, we can have different
levels of light transmission. The calculation of pixels and spacing dimensions based on, the
wavelength of UV light, sensitivity of photoresist and the gap between photomask and photoresist
[34].

Figure 3.10: Pixilation of a gray-scale photomask. Original Fig. from [50].
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3.4. UV-Nanoimprint Photolithography
Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) is a unique technique of structuring nano or micro scale patterns at
high resolution, high throughput and relatively low cost. Distinct from the conventional lithography
techniques, because of the fundamental mechanism of creating the structures, where the patterns are
created by means of photons or electrons to change the chemical and physical properties of the
photoresist then selectively developed [42]. NIL relies on direct mechanical deformation of a curable
soft material using a rigid or soft template with a surface relief and the flow of the resist through the
template’s cavities shapes the pattern. Therefore, this technique can achieve high resolutions beyond
the limitations of conventional lithography like light diffraction or beam scattering. The resolution of
NIL is limited by the ability to manufacture the template feature size [51].
In principle, NIL process modifies a “flat” surface of a thin polymer film mechanically. Using a template
containing micro or nanopatterns, in a thermo-mechanical or UV curing process. By means of direct
contact of the template with a surface relief and the thermoplastic or UV-curable resist to imprint the
pattern. In UV-NIL, a photo-polymerizable polymer is used together with a transparent template. The
polymer in liquid state at room temperature, which allows easy imprint of the template, before the
polymer is hardened by UV exposure. Apart from these advantages stated above, NIL creates a threedimensional pattern, offers parallel, large areas and fast fabrication of micro and nanostructures [50].
This was often impossible due to the low throughput of conventional lithographic research tools.
Currently, the resist patterns are generated by molding of a viscous material and fixed by two ways:
Hot Embossing Lithography (HEL) or thermal nanoimprint lithography (TNIL), UV-based
Nanoimprint Lithography (UV-NIL) [52]. The two main NIL methods are outlined in Fig. 3.11. The
advantage of a thermoplastic material, used in thermal NIL, is that the viscosity can be changed to a
large extent by changing the temperature. Varying from solid to liquid of thermoplastic material
require a change of temperature range within some tens of °𝐶, and this change can be reversed by
cooling it down to switch back to solid state [51]. The first step of thermal NIL process is the molding
of a thin thermoplastic film using a rigid template. Within the molding process, a heat is applied to
soften the polymer, in which it can flow and fill the cavities in the template conforming exactly to the
surface relief of the template by applying a pressure. After a certain time, the cavities of the template
are filled by the soft polymer and cooled down, the template can be released without damage and the
patterned imprint material is left on the substrate. A subsequent pattern transfer process can be used
to transfer the pattern to the substrate.
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of NIL process: a) Thermal NIL, b) UV-NIL. In both cases a thickness
profile is generated in the thin polymer layer. After removing the residual layer, the
remaining polymer can serve as a masking resist which can be used for pattern transfer.
Original Fig. from [42].
When a UV-light source is integrated in printing machine, a UV-NIL process can be used for a UVcurable liquid photopolymer instead of thermoplastic as resist, a UV transparent template instead of
opaque in case of thermal, a moderate pressure, and no need or low temperature are required [13].
In UV-NIL, after the template and the substrate are pressed together at a certain pressure, the
template cavities are filled by imprint, then the UV light is employed to cure the polymer and becomes
solid. The template demolded and a pattern transfer can be used to transfer the pattern in resist onto
the substrate by means of reactive ion etching or other techniques.
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A thin residual layer remaining in the areas between the resist patterns, has to be completely
removed, by homogeneous anisotropic etching process. So that, the substrate will be uncovered at
that desired area and the polymer can be used as a masking layer for further processing steps.


Imprint time is a very important factor especially in industry field. In order to reduce
the time of imprinting, initial film thickness has to be relatively thick. Because, the
squeeze polymer can flow more freely unaffected by the friction at the boundaries. On
the other hand, the thicker the imprint material layer, the thick and uninform the
residual layer, leads to difficulty to get rid of it to proceed for further pattern transfer.



Rising the temperature to a certain degree, during imprinting, will reduce the viscosity
of polymer and can flow easily to fill the template cavities in shorter time.



Using a low-viscus polymer, will extremely reduce imprint time, at moderate
pressures. However, low-viscus polymer has some limitations of achieve the desired
initial thickness, filling the template cavities.



Template geometry, plays very important roles in NIL, the lateral dimensions of the
template and cavities, the depth of cavities, space between and distribution of
template structure over the entire area will affect the filling factor, the displacement
of polymer in the vicinity of each structure and variation of residual layer thickness
over the surface area.

Mainly, NIL uses two approaches for patterning: Hard-NIL, where rigid materials are used as
template, SiO2, Ni, Si, Si3N4, and SiC templates are generally used and Soft-NIL, where a soft flexible
template used for imprinting, Polymer materials, such as PDMS, PMMA, PUA, PVA, PVC, PTFE, and
ETFE, are main components of soft templates. In case of UV-NIL, the template has to be a UV
transparent material like a quartz glass as hard template [53].
In this work, a UV-NIL has been used, to fabricate a 3D structure on a glass substrate used to shape
micromirror arrays and as sacrificial layer for lift-off process later. Therefore, we will focus in this
section on UV-NIL only.
Using hard imprint templates for UV-NIL, has some disadvantages, stiction between the template and
imprint materials is relatively high, which leads to a large demolding force. Uniformity and parallel
surface contact between the template and the substrate during imprinting process is difficult. Also,
the waviness resulted from the template or the substrate limits the imprinting area especially in case
of large area NIL. In contrast, using a soft template can reduce the stiction effect on imprint material,
enabling conformal contact and offering less molding and demolding force, long life-time of the
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template, high precision feature, extending the pattern transferring area, and solving the problem of
uniformity and parallel surface contact between the template and the substrate. However, soft
template has some negative attributes, limitation in resolution, uniformity of the transferred patterns
and swelling behaviour of PDMS soft template.

3.4.1. NIL Templates
The mechanical, optical and chemical properties are important when choosing a template material
for NIL, including, hardness, thermal stability, thermal expansion coefficients and Poisson’s ratio,
roughness, Young’s modulus, and resistance [53]. Furthermore, fabrication process issues have to be
considered when selecting the template martials such as etching process, etching selectivity, surface
roughness, and cleanroom equipment. In additional, further properties have to be studied such as
transparency, conductivity, anti-sticking properties, availability and cost. In Table 3.1, an overview of
the mechanical and thermal properties of materials used as a template is given. For example, diamond
template has the highest hardness and has good chemical resistance and SiO2 template is transparent
which make it suitable for alignment in UV-NIL. Besides these properties, anti-sticking surface
properties of the template are very important. During NIL, contact area between template and imprint
causes some resist stick on template patterns and a poor fidelity of pattern during demolding [53].
Diamond

SiC

Si3N4

SiO2

Si

53

21

14

8.4

7.0

Knoop hardness (GPa)

68.6

24.3

34.2

8.0

8.3

Elasticity Modulus ×𝟏𝟎𝟐 (GPa)

10.35

7.0

3.85

0.73

1.9

3.5

3.2

3.1

2.5

2.3

20,000

3,500

190

14

1,570

1.0

3.3

14

0.55

2.33

Yield strength (GPa)

Density (𝒈⁄𝒄𝒎𝟐 )
Thermal Conductivity
(𝒎𝑾⁄𝒄𝒎×𝑲)
Thermal expansion (𝟏𝟎−𝟔 ⁄°𝑪)

Table 3.1: Relevant properties of some different materials used as templates. Reprinted
from [54].
Fabrication of a hard template can be achieved by many techniques, such as electron beam
lithography (EBL), focused ion beam (FIB), extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL), UVphotolithography (UVL), and X-ray lithography (XRL). the selection of the fabrication methods based
on many three parameters: features size, template size and materials. Followed by etching process
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using wet or dry reactive ion etching, to achieve the required depth and sidewall profile. Figure 3.12
illustrates in principle the fabrication process of a master template used as working template or
replication process [54].
In soft NIL, a soft template is used where various types of material can be used to fabricate it. PDMS,
PMMA, PVA, PTFE, and ETFE are the common template materials for NIL. The fabrication of such a
soft template is achieved by replication technology, where a master hard template is fabricated using
the techniques stated recently. Once the master template is fabricated, many soft templates can be
copied by means of replication easily [55].

Figure 3.12: Illustration of a NIL template fabrication using: a) Spin coating process, b)
lithography processes (EBL, FIB, UVL, EUVL, XRL, e.g.), c) Etching process (Wet etch, RIE,
DRIE, e.g.) d) Remove the photoresist used as etching mask to have a template ready for
NIL or replication process.

3.4.2. Template Surface Treatment
One of the most important steps of NIL is to fabricate a template with good anti-sticking surface
properties. Adhesion between imprint material and template can be controlled to allow proper
release, providing low friction, resulting in a vertical slipping movement without sticking. If the
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adhesion force between the template and the viscous materials is large, the mechanical force required
to release the template will be large too, affecting the quality of pattern structures and significantly
decrease the template lifetime by surface contamination. The adhesion force between the template
and the viscous materials should always be less than that between the viscous materials and the
substrate, otherwise the imprinted or casted structure will release within demolding process and
sticking on the template [56]. In general, the adhesive force is determined by the surface energy of
the materials and can be classified to three categories: i) mechanical adhesion, comes from surface
roughness, dovetail structures, and friction interlocking, as shown in Fig. 3.13. ii) physical adhesion
due to Van der Waals forces which always contributes to adhesion as these are the normal attractions
between atoms and molecules [57] and iii) chemical adhesion as a result of chemical bonding between
the two surfaces as ionic, atomic, or metallic forces [53].

Figure 3.13: Illustrating of surface roughness, dovetail structures, and friction interlocking
as mechanical adhesion. Redrawn from [53]
The mechanical adhesion can be elastically overcome by the polymer materials, while the surface
maintains its anti-sticking properties. Therefore, a coating of a low-surface-energy anti-adhesive
layer on template surfaces is required to reduce the adhesion. This coated layer has to be chemically
inert and hydrophobic. It is very durable and survives repeated imprints and multiple aggressive
physical and chemical cleanings [58].
A fluorinated self-assembled monolayer (F-SAM) is commonly used as anti-sticking layer for NIL. FSAM layer can be deposited on a template surface either by liquid or vapor deposition. Mostly quartz
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or silicon is used because they can be coated with anti-sticking films using silane chemistry [54]. In
liquid phase deposition, the template is submerged in a solution of the anti-stiction layer dissolved in
chloroform, heated at 65°𝐶 for 1 hour. The aggregated silane in the solution will deposit on the
template surface. However, liquid phase deposition is an inappropriate way of treat a template with
nanometer features size since, making a monolayer deposition is impossible because of the polymeric
structure and the polymer is only adsorbed weakly on the stamp. It leads to changes in template
feature and consecutive removes in anti-adhesion layer during each imprint step [59].
In vapor phase deposition, the silane coating can be performed by heating the silane on a hot plate at
ambient pressure or by applying a moderate vacuum of a few mbar. In research, a common used antistiction monolayer is 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (FDTS). Where a wafer of silicon
is cleaned, dried with N2, and situated with a droplet of FDTS, syringed on the petri dish beside the
wafer on a hot plate. Both are covered and heated at 250 °𝐶. After 1hour, the hot plate is cooled to
room temperature. Figure 3.14 illustrates the vapor phase deposition [59].
Hence a monolayer of anti-adhesion is deposited by means of vapor phase deposition. The template
with self-assembled monolayer can be tested using a water droplet. The contact angle of the water
droplet, indicating the anti-adhesive layer is highly hydrophobic and ready to use or not, as shown in
micrographics in Fig. 3.15.

Figure 3.14: Schematic of self-assembled monolayer deposition process using vapor phase
deposition at 250 °𝐶. Redrawn from [53]
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In general, vapor phase deposition has a more uniform surface than that from liquid phase deposition
and not affected by the wetting ability of a surface, so that it is suitable for template with extremely
small nanostructures.

Figure 3.15: Micrographics of water droplets. (a) of untreated template with selfassembled monolayer (b) template coated with self-assembled monolayer. Original Fig.
from [53].

3.4.3. Replication of a Master Template
In order to meet the requirements of large area NIL (conformal contact, less molding and demolding
force, long life-time of the template, high precision feature) and to solve the problems of nonuniformity and non-parallel surface contact between the template and the substrate, a soft NIL has to
be used, where a flexible template is fabricated by replication technology. In a replication process a
geometry of a master template is copied to a substrate material, by means of thermal curing, casting,
and chemical activation. Many kinds of flexible materials are used for a soft template [42]. PDMS is a
high-elasticity material and has the benefit of conformal contact with a substrate on large area, it has
good properties to fit the requirement of replication and imprint. Such as durable, it has a good
chemical resistivity, transparent to UV light, easy of fabrication and low cost [53]. Such a flexible
template called Substrate Conformal Imprint Lithography template (SCIL-template), replicated using,
in most cases, two layers of PDMS. The first layer is a hard PDMS (h-PDMS) which contains patterns
copied from the master template by means of casting. The second layer is a soft PDMS (s-PDMS) used
to compensate the waviness of the substrate and allows conformal imprint over large areas. Figure
3.16 shows the structure of a two layers SCIL template using PDMS materials.
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Figure 3.16 SCIL-template. Redrawn from [60].
To fabricate a SCIL template, the master template surface has to be treated as illustrated in section
3.4.2, where an anti-adhesion layer has to be applied by means of self-assembled monolayer, to avoid
any PDMS contamination due to high stiction. Afterwards, the master template is placed on a spin
coater. The h-PDMS is dispensed on the pattern side of the master template and spin coated at a
certain speed to define the layer thickness and fill the cavities of the template. The s-PDMS is
dispensed directly on a 200 mm × 200 mm × 0.2 mm glass carrier. Subsequently, both the template
with h-PDMS and the glass carrier with s-PDMS are placed on a special master replication tooling
(MRT) which offers a precise alignment between h- and s-PDMS. The carrier with s-PDMS is flipped
on top of the h-PDMS, aligned carefully to define the s-PDMS thickness. After 24 hours at 50 °𝐶, the
SCIL template is released from the master carefully by help of master replication tooling [60].

3.4.4. Large Area Nanoimprint Lithography
In order to use such SCIL template for imprinting, a special equipment is required. Mask aligner MA6,
developed by Philips Research and SUSS MicroTec, is modified to achieve a soft nanoimprint
lithography. It offers a substrate conformal contact between SCIL template and substrate using a
special sequential imprint process and the capillary forces of the imprint material.
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Figure 3.17: SCIL process: a) The SCIL template placed and fixed on a transparent template
holder using vacuum channels. b) Sequential printing start from one side of the template
by controlling the ventilation of vacuum channels. c) The template patterns are completely
imprinted. d) UV curable imprint material is cured by UV light. e) After curing the resist,
separation step is started from one side by switching on the vacuum in the channels one
by one. f) Separation process is completed and the pattern is transferred to the resist.
Redrawn from [61].
The SCIL template is fixed to the machine holder using a robber and vacuum channels. The imprint
process starts from one side and sequentially, step by step, spread to the whole substrate by slowly
ventilating vacuum channels that are holding the template. The slow ventilating offers a low pressure,
around 20 mbar, to let imprint material fill the SCIL template cavities, by means of conformal contact,
due to mainly capillary force. Such a sequent contact mechanism, as well as the low pressure, prevents
any mechanical deformation that may happen in the template. After all, specified vacuum channels
are ventilated and conformal contact over the entire substrate is carried out, a UV light is employed
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to cure the imprint material. Afterwards, the process of separation starts sequentially from one side
spread to the whole substrate to avoid any contamination or damage that may happen to the template
or the imprinted structure [62], as shown in Fig. 3.17.
Nanoimprint lithography can be achieved by three different mechanisms, a single nanoimprint as
mentioned previously, by means of step-and-repeat, and roller imprint. In single imprint a full wafer
can be imprinted in one step and the template contains all the patterns required. In step-and-repeat,
the template is smaller than the wafer where the imprinting is repeated until the whole wafer is
patterned. Roller imprint using cylindrical template rotating on top of the imprint material at a certain
speed and with UV exposure, as shown in Fig. 3.18. The last two types can significantly improve the
throughput in the patterning of large area product with low cost. Thus, they are mostly used for mass
production or large area NIL where arrays of 2D or 3D structure are required.

Figure 3.18: Outline of the most common types of NIL mechanisms used for high
throughput: Left: Step-and-repeat nanoimprint lithography. Right: Roll-imprint
lithography.

3.5. Thin Film Deposition Technologies
Thin film deposition process is very useful to modify advanced functional properties, including
physical, chemical, optical, electrical, magnetic, mechanical, wear-resistant, and corrosion-resistant
properties at the surfaces of/or the substrate. Many materials can be deposited, onto similar or
different materials, including metals, ceramics, glass, polymers, and composites [63]. Mainly, the
process of thin film deposition involves three steps: (i) generate appropriate atomic, molecular, or
ionic species by boiling or subliming a source material (ii) transportation of the species from the
source to the substrate, and (iii) the vapor is condensed to a solid film on the substrate [64].
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Deposition process in general can be classified to two methods: based on chemical or physical
reaction. The chemical deposition processes, including chemical vapor deposition, epitaxy,
electrodeposition, and thermal oxidation, create a film from chemical reactions of gases or liquid with
the substrate materials. While, in physical deposition process, including physical vapor deposition
and casting, the materials are positioned on the substrate physically, such as evaporative methods
[65]. Evaporation methods of deposition is one of the simplest processes for thin film deposition. The
material to be deposited is in a solid or a liquid phase is evaporated thermally and expands into an
evacuated chamber. The substrate is placed inside the chamber which have lower temperature than
the source. Thus, the vapor condenses on the substrate.

Figure 3.19: Typical deposition methods of thin films. Reprinted from [64].

3.5.1. Chemical Vapor Deposition
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a very common process to deposit a thin film of semiconductor
or dielectric materials. In CVD process a thin film is formed, when a volatile compound of the
substance which comprised of gases that contain the constituents of the thin film is vaporized, and
the vapor is thermally decomposed or reacted with other gases or liquids at the substrate having
nonvolatile reaction products which deposit on a heated substrate. These gases are injected inside
the reactor of the CVD machine in a regulated manner to control the gas mixture and deposition
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pressure [34]. Also, other parameters, like pressure, and substrate temperature are precisely
regulated, in which the precursors dissociate into the proper reactive components. Thus, the film
material is formed on the substrate surface and not in the vapor. Since the reaction in vapor-phase
could form unwanted contamination on the substrate surface [34]. CVD process needs a vacuum
range of a few Torr to above atmospheric pressure. It is a dominant deposition process in comparison
with other deposition method because low pressure and reasonable temperature are required. The
precursors are in gas phase at room temperature which simplify the flow control and the delivery to
the chamber.
In this section, we will focus on one type of chemical vapor deposition, which has been used to deposit
the insolation layer during the fabrication of micromirrors.
Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition PECVD: In order to improve the chemical vapor
deposition with better deposition rate and high density deposited film, a plasma is employed within
the deposition system which significantly promotes deposition reactions. The plasma is generated by
applying energy to the reactor via an RF generator. By tuning the input power of the RF signal, the
plasma density and deposition rate can be controlled to optimize the film properties easily [34]. Also,
RF power can play very important roles to change the film stress. Since in most cases the films are
deposited at atmospheric pressure to have a tensile stress, by varying the RF power, the stress in
deposited film can be changed to compressive [34].

Figure 3.20: Schematic diagram of a typical PECVD system. Redrawn from [34].
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The plasma contains electrons, ions, molecules, free radicals, and other ionized molecules, generated
from the precursor gases, that injected inside the vacuum chamber. The electrons with high energy is
interacting kinetically causing dissociation in the precursor gases which create required components
to be deposited as thin film on the wafer by means of adsorption.
Typically, in a PECVD system, the wafer is rest on top of bottom electrode inside the reactor, as shown
in Fig. 3.20, leading to particulate contamination coming either by gas phase nucleation or by
degradation of coatings on reactor components. Thus, a regular chamber cleaning is required. For
silicon dioxide SiO2 films, PECVD is the most common deposition technique, which needs relatively
low temperature. Common used gases for SiO2 films are SiH4 and N2O. SiO2 films deposited by PECVD
usually used as mask, passivation, and insulation layer in MEMS structures [66].

3.5.2. Physical Vapor Deposition
Physical vapor deposition, abbreviated PVD, is a process by which a thin film is deposited by mainly
physical mechanism. The most common physical deposition methods are sputtering and thermal
evaporation. Also, alternative methods such as laser ablation are emerging for some applications
[34]. PVD, unlike CVD, is mostly used to deposit metals. And it is not common for semiconductors and
dielectrics deposition. In thermal evaporation, the vapor is created by subjected the source material
to a heat. When the melting point of the material is low e.g. aluminium, a resistive heater can be used
for evaporation, such as tungsten heater. However, an electron bombardment source is used for
materials which have a high melting point. Both, the source and the target are placed in high vacuum
conditions to evaporate the molecules freely in the chamber without any collisions that could lower
the kinetic energy and avoid chemical reaction [67].
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Figure 3.21: Schematic illustration of Physical vapor deposition apparatus. a) Resistive
heat evaporation. b) Electron beam evaporation. Redrawn from [34].
In sputtering method, ion bombardment is used to evaporate a solid target and generate a physical
vapor. Mostly, argon gas is used to create ions since argon gas is easy to ionize it, atoms have a high
mass, and it is chemically inert [34]. The generated ion beam has enough energy to liberate atoms
from most target materials, by using an electrically conductive material, then applying a DC bias
across the plasma boundary. We can accelerate the argon ions towards the target. However, if the
target is not electrically conductive, an RF bias is applied to avoid the charge effect on the surface of
the target. Figure 3.22 illustrates a schematic diagram of sputtering systems.
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Figure 3.22: Schematics of sputtering machines. Left: a DC and right: an RF sputtering
system. Redrawn from [34].

3.6. Etching: Wet and Dry Etching
Etching is one of the most important pattern transfer processes on thin film or bulk substrate. Etching
in principle is to remove a material selectively by help of etching mask constructed using mostly
photolithography. The pattern can be etched directly into the substrate or a thin film, which may use
as an etching mask for subsequent etches. This pattern is created by photolithography process and
the photoresist acted as a soft etch mask or by structuring a thin film of metal or dielectric materials
forming a hard etch mask, using either the additive or subtractive method [68].
In additive process, the thin film is deposited on substrate after a step of structuring polymer, mostly
using photolithography with negative photoresist to form an undercut which simplifies the lift-off
process. The deposition is achieved by CVD, PVD or sputtering. After the thin film deposition, the
resist is removed by a strong solvent and dissolves away, lifting off the deposited thin film on top of
the photoresist. While, in the subtractive process, the thin film is deposited on substrate as etch mask
first followed usually by photolithography to pattern this film. In this case, we may use a positive or
negative photoresist. The discovered area of the thin film is removed by etching process, mostly wet
etching. Then the resist is stripped off using a strong solvent, or by etching [68].
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Figure 3.23: The two basic methods of structuring an etch mask. Left: Additive method,
where the thin film deposited on top of patterned negative photoresist then lifting off
unwanted deposits. Right: Subtractive method, where the thin film is deposited first
followed by photolithography to cover a desired area. Afterwards, the discovered thin film
is etched away. Redrawn from [68].

3.6.1. Isotropic and Anisotropic Etching
The mechanisms of etching are classified into two methods based on their etching velocities in the
directions in space in both “wet” chemical and “dry” plasma chemical etching: isotropic and
anisotropic etching methods. The isotropic etching has no preferential direction. Etching rate is equal
in all directions, it gives an isotropic circular profile. Therefore, isotropic etching cannot be used to
make vertical features. Since the lateral etching rate is equal the rate of vertical etched. In anisotropic
etching methods, etching rate depends on the directions, the etchants etch in certain directions
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preferentially over others, resulting a well-defined profile. Figure 3.24 illustrates cross-sectional
trench profiles for four different types of etch methods [12].

Figure 3.24: Profiles of etched wafers illustrate isotropic and anisotropic etching method.
Redrawn from [12].
Anisotropic etching caused by either crystallographic etching, especially of monocrystalline material
or by the movement direction of particles in the mobile phase is used in plasma etching methods. In
isotropic etching, the depth is limited by the slits width because of the under etching the mask. The
maximum depth that can be achieved in isotropic etching equal half of their width. Means the aspect
ratio (depth/width) is less than 0.5 [69]. However, if the slit width is smaller than the etching depth,
aspect ratio is higher than 1, anisotropic etching methods are required. Nevertheless, the critical point
of isotropic etching, under etch a thin film, used as advantage for some application to etch sacrificial
layer under a thin film to create free-standing microstructures as they are required in
micromechanical devices with flexible structure elements like free standing micromirrors or
membranes [12].

3.6.2. Wet Etching Process
Most of MEMS devices and integrated circuits are built on a substrate of silicon, glass, quartz, ceramic,
or plastic involving one or more layers of metal or dielectrics deposited as thin films that are etched
partially for a certain application or used to etch the substrate. Wet etching is a selectively removing
of material using an etchant in liquid phase headed by a creation of a photoresist or a hard etch mask
to specify the etching area. Wet etching shows superior selectivity for the masking layer over various
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dry techniques. Figure 3.25 illustrates a wet etching system using sufficient beakers or tanks in size
to hold one or more wafers. One beaker used as etch bath where it is filled with etchant, should be
resistant against etchant.

Figure 3.25: Schematics of isotropic wet etching process. a) An etch masked wafer. b) An
etch bath equipped with heating system, agitator and drain. c) A rinse bath has supply and
drain pipes to circulate and refresh the deionized water. d) An isotopically etched wafer
after rinsing and drying with nitrogen. Redrawn from [12].
The wafer is submerged and oriented vertically or horizontally to start the etch process. Etch bath
may involve a heating system to control the etching process temperature, an agitator, to enhance the
etching rate by circulating the etchant inside the beaker, and a drain. The second beaker is used as
rinse bath filled with deionized water over the supply pipe. Rinse bath is used to stop the etching
process by rinse the wafer adequately, two pipes may be used to refresh and circulate the water, then
a blow of nitrogen to dry the wafer.
In principle, etching starts when the original reactants exist in etchant are chemically react at the
discovered surface of the wafer, with by-products creating new reactants dissolving into the liquid
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etchant or evaporate as gas [34]. The wet etching mechanism can be described in three steps: i) The
liquid etchant diffuses into the material that is to be etched. ii) The liquid etchant reacts with material.
iii) The created by-products will diffuse in the reaction from the reacted surface. During etching, an
oxidation-reduction (redox) reaction may happen producing an oxide of the material being etched.
Etching reaction may involve an evaporation of gases which may work as barriers effecting the
etching rate. Sometimes, by-products are produced as residue like salt, which affect the etching
process, resulting in a roughened surface.
Many parameters can be altered to enhance the wet etch rate: the concentration of reactants in
etchant, the etchant temperature, rise the etchant temperature usually increase the etch rate. Also,
the use of etch bath equipped with an agitator will improve the etch process a lot by refreshing the
etchant at the liquid–solid interface and minimizing etching obstructions that may occur with direct
contact to the wafer. All wet, isotropic or anisotropic, etching involve underetch of soft or hard etch
mask layer.
A diluted Hydrofluoric acid (HF) or buffered Hydrofluoric acid (BHF: HF+NH 4F) is used to wet etch
silicon dioxide with etch rate of ∼ 100nm/min. Mostly photoresist is used as etch mask for wet oxide
etch [70]. Wet etch of metal, like aluminium, chromium, and gold based on various combinations of
acid and base solutions.
In MEMS fabrication, isotropic or anisotropic wet etching of crystalline and noncrystalline substrates
is an important topic. In order to wet etch Si substrate isotropically an HF/HNO3 /CH3COOH are used.
Oxidizing agents are required, such as nitric acid HNO3, to oxidize the silicon, and a complexing agent,
like hydrofluoric acid HF to dissolve the etching products. While ethanoic acid CH 3COOH is used to
avoid the dissociation of HNO3. Glass can also be etched isotropically using the hydrofluoric acid HF
and nitric acid HNO3 combination.

3𝑆𝑖 + 4𝐻𝑁𝑂3 + 18𝐻𝐹 → 3𝐻2 𝑆𝑖𝐹6 + 4𝑁𝑂 + 8𝐻2 𝑂

(1)

In order to wet etch Si anisotropically, the most used etchant, in bulk micromachining, is potassium
hydroxide KoH. Where the wet etchant etches Si at very different rates based on which crystal face is
exposed, orientation dependent etching. The Si atoms will oxidize at the wafer surface then react with
hydroxyl ions 𝑂𝐻 − to form a soluble silicon complex. Wet etching rate in general depends on the
reactors concentration and temperature [71].
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Figure 3.26: Wet etching profile of crystalline Si, left: (100) orientation and right: (110)
orientation of silicon wafers. Redrawn from [71].

3.6.3. Dry Etching
In general, dry etching process comprises plasma etching, reactive ion etching, chemically assisted
ion beam etching, ion milling, and gas phase chemical etching. As mentioned previously, etching can
be achieved either using chemicals, by wet etching or using gaseous in plasma etching, as dry etching.
Most of the dry etching processes are plasma based, gaining many advantages in comparison with
wet etching process. Where less or no undercut can be achieved to pattern a small structure with high
resolution, and preform deep structures with high aspect ratio [13]. Nevertheless, in dry etching
techniques, the selectivity is lower than that in wet etching process.
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Figure 3.27: Schematic illustration of etching mechanisms for: (a) ion milling, (b) highpressure plasma etching, and (c) RIE. Redrawn from [13].
Basically, dry etching is classified to three techniques: Ion milling, high-pressure plasma etching (PE)
and reactive ion etching (RIE). In ion milling, where a purely physical etching process is utilized by
accelerated inert ions like Ar+ hitting the substrate surface perpendicularly to etch the material, as
shown in Fig. 3.27(a). In high-pressure plasma etching, ions and highly reactive species are created
which react with the substrate material generating a volatile evaporate in the etching chamber. Also,
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nonvolatile species are formed and redeposited again to passivate the surface, as shown in Fig.
3.27(b).
In reactive ion etching (RIE), a combination of physical and chemical etching processes, ions leave the
plasma and they are directed perpendicularly towards the powered substrate. They react with the
substrate surface creating active atoms by breaking atoms bonds in which, the surface atoms are
activated by the collision of accelerated ions. The reactive species react chemically with the activated
surface atoms and because of the ions direction perpendicular to the substrate surface, activated
atoms on the horizontal surface is more than the sidewalls. Thus, vertical etching rate is much higher
than lateral etching rate, Fig. 3.27(c).

Figure 3.28: Schematic illustrates a reactive ion etcher. Redrawn from [34].
Figure 3.28 illustrates a simple reactive ion etcher. Gases are injected, using mass flow controllers to
control the gases amount required. The injected gases are discharged by dissociating and ionizing
relatively stable molecules which forming chemically reactance and ions. The generation of plasma
done by radio frequency generator (RF) in low-frequency (380 kHz), mid-frequency (2 MHz), or highfrequency (13.56 MHz) regime. Vacuum pump is used to provide low-pressure condition (from 0.1 to
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100 Pa) at the etching chamber to improve the plasma, and to give better mobility and free
movements [72].

3.6.3.1. Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE)
In order to increase the etch anisotropy further, having deep etching, a sidewall passivation method
is used where processes of etching and deposition are performed sequentially in a two-steps cycles.
Providing high-aspect-ratio trenches of 30:1 at rates substantially larger than the 0.1 μm/min [54].
DRIE of silicon typically achieved by SF 6, Ar and a fluoropolymer (nCF 2). SF6 and Ar are used to etch
silicon and combination of Ar and (nCF 2) to passivate the side wall, where a teflon-like polymer is
deposited covering horizontal surface and side wall. As mentioned previously, ion bombardment
strikes perpendicularly the horizontal surface to remove the teflon while keeping the side walls
protected. Repeating the etching/deposition steps periodically, the side wall profile shows a periodic
wave-shaped roughness in the range of 50–400 nm [54].

Figure 3.29: Etching and passivation steps of DRIE of Silicon. Redrawn from [54].
Figure 3.29 shows in principle the mechanism of DRIE, also called Bosch process, in Si etching where
SF6 is used for etching and C4F8 for passivation. The etch step has anisotropic and isotropic character,
causing a slight mask undercut. In passivation step, where a fluorocarbon polymer, teflon-like, is
deposited to protect the side wall. As consequence of the repetitive alternation of both, etch and
passivation steps, a very directional and deep etch can be achieved.
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Large Area Micromirror Arrays: Design,
Fabrication Using Nanoimprint
Lithography, Optimization and
Characterization
As mentioned in section 3.4, nanoimprint lithography (NIL) is relatively a stable technique and relies
on direct mechanical deformation of a curable soft material. It offers high resolution, high throughput
low cost and fast large area fabrication. This technique, conceptually, fit the requirements of large
area micromirrors fabrication. In this chapter, an overview of the conventional fabrication of
micromirror arrays is presented. Furthermore, fabrication of micromirrors using nanoimprint
lithography (NIL) is discussed in details. Fabrication and optimization of the NIL master template,
replication process to fabricate Substrate Conformal Imprint Lithography (SCIL) templates using
hybrid materials and the process of patterning using NIL are presented.

4.1. Conventional Fabrication of Large Area Micromirror Arrays
The conventional fabrication process of micromirrors utilizes a combination of photolithography,
deposition and etching techniques. The fabrication process is listed stepwise as follows:

4.1.1. Substrate Preparation
A glass with a low emissivity coating on it (Low-E Glass) is used as a substrate, as shown in Fig. 4.1.
The low-e coating contains a thin layer of silver which is transparent to visible light but reflects
infrared wavelength thus improving thermal performance. In micromirrors' design the silver layer of
low-e coating is utilized as a bottom electrode for electrostatic actuation.
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To remove any organic and inorganic contamination from the substrate surface both, chemical and
mechanical cleaning are used. At first, the substrate is submerged in acetone, then isopropanol
subsequently treated by plasma stripping process, to remove particles, organic and inorganic
impurities such as dust particles, oils and polymers. The substrate is then hard baked at 120°C for 10
mins to remove adsorbed water.

Figure 4.1: A Low-E Glass with transparent conductive low-e coating is used as substrate.

4.1.2. Deposition of Silicon Dioxide SiO2
In order to insulate the bottom electrode from structures forming the top electrode, a thin film (1µm)
of SiO2 is deposited using Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD). The PECVD of SiO 2
is carried out using silane (SiH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) gases. The deposition process is divided in
two phases: first 500nm of SiO2 layer is deposited at 300°C and then remaining 500nm at 120°C to
obtain good electrical insulation and a smooth top surface. Figure 4.2 illustrates the substrate with
conductive and insulating layers, respectively.

Figure 4.2: Two layers of SiO2 are deposited as insulation layer on top of the conductive
layer.
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4.1.3. First Photolithography to Create a Sacrificial Layer
After silicon dioxide layers’ deposition, a sacrificial layer of a positive photoresist is patterned on top
using photolithography. The sacrificial layer patterns are used to define the movable and fixed parts
of the micromirror arrays fabricated on top of it. Before the photolithography process the sample is
cleaned again and hard baked at 120°C for 10 mins to get rid of adsorbed water. To improve the
adhesion between photoresist and the film of SiO2, an adhesion promoter (Ti-prime) is spin coated at
6000 rpm for 40s to obtain a monolayer of the active compound after solvent evaporation.
Afterwards, a positive photoresist (Az1505) is spun at 6000 rpm for 40s to obtain a resist thickness
of 350 nm which is enough to act as sacrificial layer.

Figure 4.3: A 350 nm positive photoresist AZ 1505 spun on top of deposited SiO2 layers
used as sacrificial layer.
The sample is prebaked at 90° C for 5 mins to evaporate the diluter mixed with the photoresist
material.

The

photoresist

coated

substrate

is

mounted

along

with

the

photomask

(Microspiegel_Maske_7.I), as shown in Fig. 4.4, into an optical projection system. The mask aligner
(MA 4) from Karl Süss, which has a UV source intensity of 20 mW/cm2 and two wavelength channels
(365 nm and 405 nm), is used for exposure. The AZ 1505 resist is exposed by using the wavelength
(365 nm) for 4.5s to transfer the stripes pattern from photomask onto the photoresist layer. Figure
4.5 illustrates the exposure step to pattern the photoresist AZ 1505 by mounting the resist coated
substrate and the photomask 7.I in the mask aligner (MA 4).
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Figure 4.4: A micrographic of Photomask 7.I illustrating the transparent areas, the photo
shield areas and the alignment marks (used for precise alignment in case of multiple
photolithography).
After exposure, the substrate is immersed in potassium hydroxide (KOH) based developer (0.8% KOH
solution), for 10s at room temperature, for developing the UV exposed photoresist to obtain resist
stripes of 154 μm in width, as shown in Fig. 4.6.

Figure 4.5: Patterning AZ 1505 by mounting the resist coated substrate and the photomask
7.I in an optical projection system.
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Figure 4.6: The photoresist profile after exposure and development using KOH based
developer to remove the UV exposed area.

4.1.4. Deposition of Aluminum Layers
After first photolithography, two layers of aluminum (Al) are deposited on top of the structured
sacrificial layer, used as a mirror element, as shown in Fig. 4.7. The reason of depositing two layers of
aluminum is to create sufficient residual stress to cause upwards deflection in the micromirrors after
removal of the underneath sacrificial layer. A physical vapor deposition (PVD) process is carried out
in Pfeiffer PLS 500 Evaporation System for aluminum deposition. The first aluminum layer is
deposited using electron beam evaporation source, Fig. 3.21, b, with thickness of 150 nm and the
second aluminum layer deposited using resistive heat evaporation source, Fig. 3.21, a, with the same
thickness as first layer. Due to different deposition conditions between the two steps a slight change
in the physical properties happen in each aluminum layer, thus providing a sufficient residual stress
to bend the micromirror upwards.

Figure 4.7: Schematic diagram illustrating the layers stack on top of the substrate. Low-E
coating, SiO2, photoresist and two layers of aluminum, respectively.
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4.1.5. Second Photolithography to Pattern Aluminum Layers
A second photolithography is used to obtain soft etching mask that is required for structuring the
deposited aluminum layers as micromirrors. A second photomask (Microspiegel_Maske_7.II), Fig. 4.8,
is used to pattern a new photoresist spun on top of the aluminum layers, Fig. 4.9. The same steps as
first photolithography are used to prepare the sample for the second photolithography, except that,
no cleaning is required and lower temperature is used for hard baking (110° C) to avoid any physical
properties changes in aluminum layers and sacrificial layer.

Figure 4.8: A micrographic of Photomask 7.II illustrating the transparent areas, the photo
shield areas and the alignment marks (used for precise alignment in case of multiple
photolithography).

Figure 4.9: A positive photoresist AZ 1505 spun on top of aluminum layers used to
structure it.
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The same photoresist (AZ 1505) and recipe are used to perform the second lithography step.
Photomask 7.II, patterned the top photoresist, as shown in Fig. 4.10. Hence, areas of aluminum layers
unprotected by top photoresist layer are etched in the next step.

Figure 4.10: The soft etching mask of AZ 1505 photoresist patterned by photomask 7.II.
Used to define the micromirror shape and dimensions.

4.1.6. Pattern Transfer by Means of Aluminum Etching
In order to structure the aluminum layers, a wet chemical etching is performed, as shown in Fig. 4.12.
The aluminum etchant used contains 73% H3PO4, 3.1% HNO3, 3.3% CH3COOH and 20.6% H2O. HNO3
is used for aluminum oxidation, H3PO4 is used to dissolve Al2O3, CH3COOH is used for wetting and
buffering and H2O is used to dilute the etchant to define the etch rate at a particular temperature [73].
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Figure 4.11: Etch rate of Al using the Al etchant solution at different temperatures [73].
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Figure 4.11, shows the etch rate of aluminum at different temperatures. The sample is immersed in
aluminum etchant for 10 mins, where the etch rate is 40 nm/min at room temperature. As the
aluminum etching process is isotropic there is underetching of the photoresist mask. Wet chemical
etching of Al is a highly exothermic reaction because of which the chemical reaction releases heat.
This produces local heating resulting in an increase of underetching rate. Thus, lateral etch rate is
higher than vertical etch rate. However, high etch rate in lateral direction does not affect the
micromirror structuring significantly.

Figure 4.12: Schematic diagram of the substrate after aluminum etching. All the
unprotected areas of aluminum layers are etched away by means of wet chemical etching.

4.1.7. Removal of the Sacrificial and Top Photoresist Layers to Release the
Micromirrors
In order to release the micromirrors out of the plane, both layers of positive photoresist are removed
using a photoresist remover solvent, as shown in Fig. 4.13. The sample is submerged acetone for 10
mins to significantly wash away the top and underneath photoresist. After release the micromirrors
stand at almost 90° . Because of fast drying of acetone, a re-deposition of photoresist may happen
during stripping. This can lead to a resist contamination on top of the substrate. Thus, a subsequent
rinsing with isopropanol is performed immediately after the dipping in acetone to prevent redeposition.
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Figure 4.13: Schematic diagram illustrating the released mirrors standing at
almost 90° after photoresist stripping.
After drying, the sample is checked under optical microscope for prechecking before electrostatic
actuation. Then, a power supply is used to apply AC and DC voltage between the top and bottom
micromirrors electrodes, placed under the microscope objective on the translation stage, using the
contact needles or crocodile connectors. In the design of the photomasks the top left area of 800×380
μm2 is not structured intentionally to provide electrical connection point.
Using photomasks (set 7), 112544 micromirrors have been fabricated on a 10×10 cm2 glass
substrate. In conventional method six fabrication steps are required to produce micromirrors: SiO 2
deposition, two steps of photolithography (precise alignment is required), two layers of aluminum
deposition, aluminum etching step, and stripping photoresist to release the micromirrors.
In general, using this technique in micromirrors fabrication required many steps, which consume
time, materials, effort and also increase the probability of defects, contamination and misalignment,
thus reducing the yield. In addition, to scale up the size of micromirror arrays to meet large area
application is very difficult using conventional photolithography. From the research point of view,
many factors need to be considered in analysis, such as exposure time, development time, light
intensity, deposition rate, etch rate, temperature, humidity, etc. which increases the probability of
error in the final results.
Neglecting light absorption and reflection at the substrate surfaces and considering a plane wave of
light passing through a single micromirror perpendicularly, the light transmission in open state, when
no voltage is applied, is almost 70% while in the close state, when the applied voltage is maximum, is
about 5.1%. In order to structure each micromirror by means of aluminum etching process a space of
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5 and 8 μm surrounding each micromirror is left unprotected. This leads to some light transmission
even in micromirrors' closed state position. Figure 4.14 shows the micromirror dimensions and
illustrate the transparent areas in closed and open state. Three slits in each corner of micromirror's
free end, as shown in Fig. 4.8, is used to compensate the residual stress in the micromirror. The slits
are not considered in the light transmission calculation to have a comparison with different
fabrication techniques where no slits are existing.

Figure 4.14: Schematic diagram of a top view of a single micromirror in open and closed
state showing the dimensions of each part and the spaces surrounding each micromirror.
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4.2. Fabrication

of

Micromirrors

Using

3D

Nanoimprint

Lithography.
As mentioned previously, in section 3.4, NIL offers parallel and fast fabrication of micro and nano
structures. NIL can be used to fabricate identical structures in a large area at good resolution, high
throughput and relatively low cost. In micromirrors fabrication, NIL process is used to overcome the
limitations of conventional photolithography process and to meet the large area mass production
requirement. The micromirrors fabrication process, using NIL, is carried out in 5 sequential steps:
fabrication of a 3D master template, replication of SCIL template, NIL process, deposition process of
aluminum layers and removal the imprinted material to release the micromirrors.

Figure 4.15: Fabrication steps of micromirrors using UV-NIL process.
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Figure 4.15 illustrates the basic principle of fabrication process of micromirrors using UV-NIL. A LowE glass is used as substrate covered with thin-film of SiO2 using PECVD. UV-curable material is
patterned, on top of the SiO2 film, using NIL process where a transparent SCIL template is used for
imprinting. A thin residual layer of the UV-cured material is removed by plasma asher process. Then
two layers of aluminum are deposited using PVD process on top of the structured polymer and
uncovered part of SiO2. Because of the slight undercut created in the walls surrounding the
micromirror, as shown in Fig. 4.15 a, the deposited layers of aluminum are disconnected and the
micromirrors gets self-assembled, Fig. 4.15 b. Using lift-off process, by dissolving the patterned
polymer, the micromirrors are released from three sides. The released micromirrors stand at almost
90° out of the plane because of the residual stress.

4.2.1. Fabrication of 3D Master Templates
The fabrication of a 3D master template is one of the most critical and difficult process in NIL due to
a complex geometry which is required to transfer later on an imprint material. The fabrication
requires the essential processes of microfabrication, described detailedly in Chapter 3, such as
photolithography, deposition and etching. The fabrication process of a 3D master template consists
of mainly six steps, as illustrated in Fig. 4.16.

4.2.1.1. Substrate Preparation
A single side polished (SSP) silicon wafer with <100> orientation and 380μm thickness is used as
substrate to fabricate a 3D master template. The wafer is cleaned by acetone, then isopropanol and
finally treated by plasma stripping process, to remove any contamination. The wafer is hard baked at
120°C for 10 mins to remove adsorbed water.

4.2.1.2. First Photolithography on Silicon Wafer
Ti-prime is used to improve the adhesion between photoresist and the Si wafer surface, as described
previously in section 4.1. AZ 1518 photoresist is spun at 3000 rpm for 40 s to have a photoresist
thickness of 2 µm the sample is prebaked at 90° C for 5 mins to evaporate the diluter mixed with the
resist material. A photomask (7.I) shown in Fig. 4.4, is used to pattern the spin coated photoresist.
Both, the photoresist coated wafer and the photomask, is mounted in MA4 mask aligner and the
sample is exposed to UV light for 6.6 s. Afterwards, the photoresist is developed in potassium
hydroxide (KOH) based developer (0.8% KOH solution) for 30s, hence creating resist stripes along
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the wafer, as shown in Fig. 4.16 a. The patterned AZ 1518 photoresist is used as soft etch mask for
reactive ion etching (RIE).

Figure 4.16: Process flow of a 3D master template fabrication.

4.2.1.3. First Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) of Silicon Wafer
The patterns are transferred from the photoresist to Si wafer by means of dry etching, using
Inductively-Coupled Plasma (ICP) machine. Two gases are used, SF6 and Ar, as shown in the Table 4.1.
The Si etch rate was 440 nm⁄min, etch depth was 550 nm and the etching selectivity was 3.1:1 (Si:
Az1518).
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Table 4.1: Etching parameters used to transfer the patterns from resist to Si wafer.
After ICP etching, the wafer is immersed in N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) solvent for 10 mins at 80
°C afterward treated with ultrasonic agitation and rinsed by isopropanol to remove the remaining
photoresist layer on top of Si wafer, Fig. 4.16 c. The last step of cleaning can be repeated multiple
times to ensure that no residual layer of photoresist remains on the wafer as it can affect the next
fabrication steps.

Figure 4.17: Schematic diagram and scanning electron microscope (SEM) image showing
a steep vertical side of the etched Si wafer.
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4.2.1.4. Second Photolithography on Silicon Wafer
In the second photolithography, the etched Si wafer is hard baked at 120 °C for 10 mins and placed
on the spin coater. Ti-prime is spun first at 3000 rpm to improve the resist adhesion followed by spin
coating a diluted negative photoresist AZ nLOF 2070 (5:1)1 using the same speed obtaining
photoresist height of 3µm. The wafer is prebaked at 100 °C for 5 mins and mounted with the
photomask (7.II), shown in Fig. 4.8, inside the mask aligner MA4 and they are exposed to UV light for
16s. The pattern of photomask (7.II) gets transferred to the AZ nLOF 2070 photoresist, as shown in
Fig. 4.16 d.
The exposure time is increased from 14.5s to 16s to achieve vertical resist edges instead of undercut
that improve the pattern transfer during etching. Since the patterned negative photoresist is used as
soft etching mask for deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), as shown in Fig. 4.18.

Figure 4.18: A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image, showing the patterned AZ 1518
photoresist on top of Si wafer using photomask (7.II).

(5:1) is a dilution ratio based on mass proportions. That means AZ nLOF 2070 is five times higher in
mass than the thinner (AZ EBR solvent).
1
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4.2.1.5. Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) Process of Silicon
In order to etch Si wafer deeply and anisotropically to create slightly undercut walls required for the
subsequent lift-off process, Bosch etching process is used. In the etching process two-step cycles of
etching and deposition are performed, as described in section 3.6.3.1. The etching step is achieved
using Ar, C4F8 and SF6 gases. For deposition, C4F8 and CHF3 gases are used to passivate the sidewalls
by depositing teflon-like polymer. Table 4.2, summarizes the process of DRIE using Bosch etching
process. Nine etching/deposition cycles, with etching/deposition time ratio (42/30) are performed
to create a slight undercut on the template sidewalls. The etch depth is approximately 3.7 µm.

Table 4.2: DRIE process parameters and values used to etch silicon wafer.

Figure 4.19: SEM picture of a silicon wafer etched using Bosch process showing the ripples
on sidewalls.
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After DRIE, an extra etching step is added to flash the template surface using SF 6 for 1 min at high RF
power of 1200 W, for two reasons. First, to reduce the ripples height formed on sidewall by Bosch
process, as shown in Fig. 4.19, which affect the replication and imprinting processes. Second, for
smoothing out the leading edge created in first RIE, to provide a good mechanical stability in
micromirror layers. Fig. 4.20 shows a cross section and micrographics of the master template
geometry before and after improvement.
Afterwards, the stripping process is performed to remove the remaining photoresist and passivation
layer on sidewalls. The template is immersed in N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) solvent kept at 80 °C
on a hotplate for 24 hours and then rinsed by isopropanol. No ultrasonic agitation is used for stripping
process as the fabricated walls may get broken at ultrasonic vibration. Finally, the template is exposed
to oxygen plasma to etch any residual layer by reactive oxygen species, for 15 mins at 250 W RF
power.

Figure 4.20: Micrographics illustrating the improvement in the master template geometry.
a) shows a vertical sidewall and leading edge. b) shows a slight angled sidewall and a
smooth leading edge after improvement.
A three-inch wafer of silicon has been used to fabricate the 3D master template. The structured area
is 54×54 𝑚𝑚2 and 34017 identical 3D structures are fabricated, corresponding to the micromirrors
number, with a yield of 99.94%. Since its relatively large area master template, the etching uniformity,
rate and depth has been studied at different points in the template and the results show almost
identical geometry. Figure 4.21 shows the fabricated 3D master template on three-inch wafer and the
SEM pictures show the sidewalls with slight undercut and smooth leading edges.
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Figure 4.21: A 3D master template with micrographics showing the walls and the leading
edge.

4.2.2. Replication of a 3D Master Template to a SCIL Template
For conformal contact during nanoimprint lithography, long life-time of the working template and
less molding and demolding force, the Si master template is replicated to a flexible template called
SCIL as illustrated in section 3.4.3. The master template is treated with anti-adhesive monolayer using
FDTS and mounted on a spin coater where a hard PDMS is spun on top of the patterned side. A soft
PDMS is dispensed on top of a 200 mm × 200 mm × 0.2 mm glass carrier. Then the hard PDMS coated
template is flipped on the soft PDMS using a special master replication tooling called (MRT). Figure
4.22 illustrates the principle of the replication process.
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Figure 4.22: Schematic diagram showing the replication process flow.
A 54×54 𝑚𝑚2 SCIL template has been replicated, which is basically the negative copy of the master
template, as shown in Fig. 4.23.
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Figure 4.23: A 3D SCIL template replicated using a master replication tooling (MRT).

4.2.3. UV-Nanoimprint Lithography (NIL)
A modified mask aligner MA6 with special imprinting tools is used for soft imprinting lithography,
where a substrate conformal contact is achieved between the SCIL template and the imprint material.
The imprint material mr-UVcur06, which is a photocurable polymer, is used for UV-based
nanoimprint lithography. The imprint material shows a fast curing at low UV dose, excellent film
quality and uniform imprinting. Also, it has a low residual layer thickness, a good pattern transfer
fidelity and it is soluble in common solvents like acetone or N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) [74]. A
Low-E glass is used as substrate and coated with 1µm of SiO2, as described in section 4.1. The sample
is cleaned and hard baked at 150 °C for 10 mins. Ti-prime promoter is spun on top of the substrate,
at 3000 rpm for 40 s as an adhesion monolayer to improve the polymer adhesion. The sample is then
soft baked for 1 min at 120 °C. The mr-UVcur06 is dispensed on the substrate and spun at different
rotation speeds of 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500 rpm as well as without spin coat process to study the
effect of initial thickness on the imprinted structure geometry and to define the coated layer thickness
required to fill the SCIL cavities. After spin coat process is done, a soft bake step is carried out again
at 100 °C for 30s. Both, the SCIL template and the coated substrate, are mounted in the mask aligner
MA6 for imprinting using conformal contact, as described in section 3.4.4. A nitrogen (N2) gas is
injected between the SCIL template and the coated substrate to oust the O 2 out of the contact area
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which improves the polymerization of imprint material. After conformal contacts, the sample is
exposed to UV light for 240s to cure the imprinted material.
The best result shows a 3D imprinted structure of polymer similar to the master template patterns
but with additional relatively thick residual layer, due to the initial coated layer thickness and large
area SCIL template.

Figure 4.24: Schematic diagram illustrating the SCIL process and the residual layer.
The SCIL geometry and the submerged area inside the imprinted material also have a very strong
influence on residual layer thickness. Due to the large number of micromirrors with relatively large
size each of (400 × 185) µm2, a thick and non-uniform residual layer is formed, varying between 120480 nm, under the 3D imprinted structure.
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4.2.4. Oxygen Plasma Ashing Process
An oxygen plasma asher system is used to etch away the residual layer by means of reactive species
O dissociated from O2 that are more reactive in the oxygen plasma. The ashing rate of residual layer
ERr is about 22 nm/min at room temperature and 250W RF power while ashing rate of the walls ERw
is 138 nm/min at the same power and chamber temperature, as shown in Fig. 4.25. The reasons
behind different ashing rates are the local temperature, as the ashing rate increases with the increase
in the temperature and the structure geometry.

Figure 4.25: Schematic diagram showing the oxygen plasma ashing process for removal of
the residual layer.
Thus, 23 mins are required to remove the thick residual layers and this time is enough to remove or
change the walls geometry as 3.17 µm will get ashed from the walls. However, only 6 mins are
required to remove the thin residual layers at some areas of the imprinted structures. In this case the
wall’s shape will remain as imprinted since less than 1 µm get etched.
To overcome the thick and non-uniform residual layer of imprinted material, a new concept of using
a 2D imprinting template instead of three 3D template thus, the imprinting area which is in contact
with the polymer will be less offering uniform and thin residual layer and consuming less imprint
material. Such a concept, required a slopping technique to pattern and fabricate a leading edge profile
on the template, as shown in Fig. 4.26, using bi-layered photomask explained in detail in Chapter 5
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Figure 4.26: A preliminary concept to simplify the fabrication process of the NIL master
template and to improve the imprinted material by reducing the thickness of residual layer
and make it more homogenous.

4.2.5. Deposition of Aluminum Layers
After oxygen plasma ashing process, two layers of aluminum are deposited on top using PVD, to form
the micromirrors as described in section 4.1. The layers are deposited using two different sources,
electron bombardment source and tungsten heater source, located in different places inside the PVD
chamber. The micromirror shape gets self-assembled by means of additive method, as shown in Fig.
4.15 b. The walls surrounding the micromirror from the three sides have a slight undercut (𝜃 ≃ 95°),
as shown in Fig. 4.27, which is created intentionally to improve the lift-off process after deposition.
Due to the location of the tungsten heater source inside the deposition chamber, a side deposition is
occurring and a 20 nm of aluminum layer gets deposited on the sidewalls.

Figure 4.27: Micrographic showing a cross section of a sidewall.
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4.2.6. Lift-off Process
After deposition, the sample is immersed in a strong solvent N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), for 24
hours at 80 ͦC to lift-off unwanted stripes of aluminum surrounding the micromirrors by dissolving
the imprinted polymer. The released micromirrors stand at almost 90 ͦ, as shown in Fig. 4.15, b and
c. Due to the different locations of the deposition sources in PVD, unwanted side deposition of
aluminum occurs on the sidewalls preventing the proper lift-off. The result shows many micromirrors
are not released to stand vertically on the glass substrate since they are connected with each other at
some points through the side deposited of Al layers. Figure 4.28 shows micrographic pictures of
micromirrors fabricated using nanoimprint lithography, where (a) shows a micrographic picture
illuminated from behind under microscope. The stripes on top of the walls are connected at some
points, thus affecting the lift-off process. Figure 4.28 (b) shows the side deposition where the
micromirrors are released from one side only and (c) shows some stripes that are stuck on top of the
micromirrors.

Figure 4.28: Micrographics of micromirrors fabricated using nanoimprint lithography. (a)
shows a micromirrors illuminated from behind under microscope. (b) shows the side
deposition where the micromirrors are released from one side only. (c) shows some
stripes that are stuck on top of the micromirrors.
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It can be observed from Chapter 4, the conventional techniques used to fabricate micromirrors have
many limitations such as long fabrication process, limited substrate size, two lithography steps
requiring precise alignment and a separate subtractive method of aluminum wet chemical etching is
needed. Also, using NIL technique for micromirrors fabrication have limitations as well, for example,
the complexity of 3D master template fabrication, thick residual layer of imprinted structure,
improper lift-off process due to the side deposition effect.
This chapter presents a new concept to fabricate micromirror arrays using a novel bi-layered
photomask. The design and fabrication process steps of the bi-layered photomask are discussed in
details and patterning a negative photoresist using photomask is illustrated. Diffraction and multireflection effects of the photomask layers on the photoresist profile are investigated. Finally, large
scale lab-demonstrators are produced and optical characterization is carried out.
The limitations arising in the last two techniques, where many of them are difficult to overcome, led
to the requirement of a new fabrication process of large area micromirror arrays. The process needed
to produce identically fabricated structures along with achieving simplicity in fabrication to increase
the yield and reduce the fabrication time, cost and the process parameters. A novel technique has
been developed at the Institute of Nanostructure Technologies and Analytics (INA), to fabricate
micromirrors using a new double side layered photomask called bi-layered photomask. Figure 5.1
illustrates the fabrication process where a negative photoresist is patterned using bi-layered
photomask by means of UV-lithography, followed by two layers of aluminum deposition using PVD to
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form the micromirrors and a lift-off process to release the self-assembled micromirrors by means of
additive method.

Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram showing the fabrication process of micromirrors using 2D
patterning.

5.1. Fabrication of the Bi-layered Photomask
The bi-layered photomask in principle is a photomask having two patterned layers of light shield
material. Chromium or aluminum deposited on both sides of a thin UV transparent soda lime or quartz
glass. A (10 × 10) 𝑐𝑚2 soda lime glass with thickness of 600 µm is used. A chromium layer with
thickness of 110 nm is deposited on top of it as a light shield and patterned using positive photoresist
AZ 1505. Two photomasks PM 8.I and PM 8.V have been designed using AutoCAD software to
structure the light shielding layers on the bi-layered mask. In photomask PM 8.I, the anchor width is
reduced from 39µm to 20µm to increase the micromirrors number per unit area allowing more light
to pass though the micromirrors arrays in opened state. The micromirror’s corners are rounded to
overcome the effect of two-side light exposure during photolithography at sharp corners and to
reduce the discharge effect that may occur at the sharp corners of micromirror during actuation, as
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shown in Fig. 5.3, left. This photomask is used to pattern the positive photoresist spun on top of the
chromium layer to obtain a wet etching mask. After photolithography, the uncovered chromium layer
is etched away by wet etching process and then the positive resist is removed by a strong solvent. As
a result, an exact copy of photomask PM 8.I is transferred to the soda lime glass, as shown in Fig. 5.2,
c, d and e.

Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram illustrating the process flow of bi-layered photomask
fabrication.
Photomask PM 8.V contains long stripes of 91120 µm length with width of 30 µm and space of 140
µm, as shown in Fig. 5.3, right. A second photolithography is performed on the other side of the thin
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soda lime glass using a negative photoresist AZ 2070 and the photomask PM 8.V, thus creating wide
stripes (140 µm) of negative photoresist with undercut, Fig. 5.2, f.

Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram showing the design and dimensions of the photomasks used
to fabricate the bi-layered photomask. Left: PM 8.I and right: PM 8.V.
Afterwards, a thin layer of aluminum 100 nm is deposited on top of the patterned negative
photoresist, as shown in Fig. 5.2, g, using the e-gun source of the PVD machine. Then a lift-off process
is carried out to release the wide stripes, thus obtaining a copy of the photomask PM 8.V on the other
side of the soda lime glass, Fig. 5.2, h.
A very precise and complex alignment is required in the second photolithography step as it is
performed according to the chromium layer deposited on the other side of the soda lime glass. A gap
of 600μm, resulting from the thickness of the soda lime glass, makes the focus under the microscope
of the mask aligner MA4 difficult due to a relatively large numerical aperture of the optical system,
especially at high zoom lenses. In addition, the optical system light of the microscope used for
alignment is diffracted by the PM 8.V photomask stripes giving multi-images leads to misalignment.
Figure 5.4 illustrates a cross section of the bi-layered photomask where the bottom chromium layer
is used to pattern the photoresist. The top aluminum layer is used to diffract the UV light to obtain a
leading edge profile in the photoresist profile in the micromirror's anchor region.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic diagram showing the dimensions of the two deposited layers and
the glass thickness of the bi-layered photomask.

Figure 5.5: bi-layered photomask 10×10 𝑐𝑚2 .

5.2. Photolithography Using a Bi-Layered Photomask
The fabricated bi-layered photomask is used to produce the micromirror arrays via UV-lithography.
A low-e coated glass is used as substrate, cleaned, hard baked and a thin film of 1 μm of SiO 2 is
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deposited on top of it, using same process steps as conventional fabrication method. Ti-prime
promoter is spun on top of SiO2 to enhance the adhesion and then a negative photoresist AZ 2070
(5:1) is spun with 4000 rpm to obtain a resist thickness of 3μm. The sample is soft baked for 1 min at
110 ͦC on hot plate to evaporate the solvent within the photoresist. The photoresist coated substrate
and the bi-layered photomask both are mounted in the mask aligner MA4 and then exposed to UV
light. The chromium layer in the photomask, which is located closer to the photoresist, defines the
micromirrors shape from four sides, while creating sharp undercuts on the three sides upon
development due usage of a negative photoresist, as described in section 3.2. The top Al stripes in the
photomask interrupts the UV light from one side and the light is diffracted by the stripe’s edges,
resulting in formation of a leading edge (sloped side) profile upon development. Afterwards, the
substrate is placed on a hotplate for 3.5 mins at 110 ͦC creating a differential in the solubility between
exposed and unexposed photoresist. The sample is developped using AZ 826 MIF developer to
remove the unexposed resist, thus obtaining a leading edge profile at one side and undercut from the
other three sides as shown in Fig. 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Schematic diagram showing the process flow of photolithography using bilayered photomask.
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Diffraction and Multi-Reflection Effects of the Photomask Layers on the
Photoresist Profile
As already described in section 0, the exposure contrast between the masked and unmasked resist
parts is the more abrupt, (i) the shorter the wavelength, (ii) the thinner the resist and (iii) the shorter
the distance between mask layers and resist. In order to avoid high cost in optical lithography using
mask aligners, the wavelength is not as short as theoretically possible (here 365nm) but the resists
have a strongly nonlinear behavior (e.g. threshold behavior and other features). Therefore, the
diffraction effects normally limit the reduction of structure size as already mentioned. This chapter
describes in which way the normally undesired diffraction effects can be intentionally used to tailor
the profiles of the developed photoresist.
In order to improve the micromirror actuation performance and to simplify the technological project
the last chapter makes use of a novel photomask design which is able to produce untercut resist
profiles on three sides of a rectangle, while resulting in a leading edge profile on the forth side (in
short: asymmetric resist profiles).

Figure 5.7: Photolithography using a bi-layered photomask. UV light is diffracted by the
top Al layer creating a profile varying differently on the patterned photoresist (red colour).
At the left hand side, an undercut profile and at the right side a leading edge profile.
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A preliminary model for the light propagation through the novel mask has been developed and is
presented in the following to discuss the main effects involved and used to explain the observed
asymmetric photoresist profiles.
The drawing of Fig. 5.7 illustrates the geometry on which the model is based: Due to the asymmetry
in the making layers on top and on the bottom, the UV light will propagate through the glass in a
different way at the left and the right side resulting in a different exposure and curing of the
photoresist on both sides (see Fig. 5.7). In consequence, leading edge profile from one side and
undercut profiles from three other sides are created, providing the desired shapes for the subsequent
steps.
A more detailed model is illustrated in Fig. 5.8. When the photoresist is exposed to the UV light (365
nm), the light is diffracted by the edges of the patterned opaque photomask layers (indicated as “light
diffraction edges” below). Depending on the geometry:
-

the gap between the light diffraction edges,

-

refractive indices of all involved materials

-

the distances to the photoresist top and bottom interfaces and

-

the orientation of the light diffraction edges

different asymmetric resist profiles are created, respectively.
At region (a), Fig. 5.8, the bottom photomask layer is in contact with the photoresist, by using hard
contact photolithography, the photoresist is located in the shadow region. The transmitted light is
sharp is penetrating inside the photoresist perpendicularly with ineffective diffraction. At region (b),
the light is transmitted through the open area of the bi-layered photomask perpendicularly toward
the photoresist without any diffraction. At region (c), due to the large gap approximately 600 µm
between the light diffraction edge of the top patterned photomask layer and the photoresist, which is
located in the Fresnel region, the light is diffracted traveling through the 600 µm glass deflected two
times by the glass-air interface and the air-photoresist interface based on Snell’s law [75].
The light traveling with different intensities and angles inside the negative photoresist at region (c)
is partly absorbed by the photoresist sensitizers. The absorption coefficient of the AZ ® nLOf 2070
photoresist at 365 nm wavelength is approximately 0.5 µm -1 [76]. After passing 3 µm resist film, the
365 nm light intensity is reduced to 20% of the incident light intensity, which is enough for partial
cross-linking, as shown in Fig. 5.9. The rest of the light is reflected back at the photoresist-substrate
interface under different angles. This reflected light is curing the photoresist from the back side
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creating a grayscale cross-linking. Together, the profile of the incident and the back reflected light will
define a characteristic curing mapping of the photoresist. For simplicity this 3D field of curing state is
indicated as “curing shape”, below.

Figure 5.8: A preliminary model to explain the asymmetric photoresist profiles.
In the development process, the developer removes the resist in different development rate based on
the photoresist solubility and the local development time. In region a) the developer will remove the
unexposed photoresist at high development rate and reaches the substrate. The lateral development
rate close to the substrate is faster than the development rate on top as the light intensity is reduced
by absorption creating an undercut, with 5 µm in x direction using 30s development time. However,
in region (c) the development rate on top photoresist layer is faster than the layers close to the
substrate because of the light back reflection creating a smooth slope, as shown in Fig. 5.7. The
observed profile can be explained using the above described approximation but a detailed wave
model calculation based on Maxwell equation has to be considered as a future work.
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Figure 5.9: Illustrating the optical properties of the negative photoresist AZ ® nLOF 20xx.
a) Showing the absorption coefficient of AZ ® nLOF 20xx as function of wavelength. b)
Showing the absorption of the light intensity at 365 nm as function of photoresist
thickness. Original from [76].
Because of the UV light diffraction occurring from the outer side of the top aluminum layer edge and
the internal multi-reflection of light happening inside the bi-layered photomask between the two
layers of Al and Cr, thus affecting the photoresist leading edge profile, as shown in the Fig. 5.10.

Figure. 5.10: Schematic diagram showing the effect of UV light diffraction and internal
multi-reflection on the photoresist profile.
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Intensive investigations have been carried out to overcome the effect of multi-reflections by changing
the exposure dose and the development time to get rid of the protrusions appearing on the leading
edge profile, as shown in Fig. 5.10, while maintaining sufficient undercut (θ>90°) on the other three
sides to achieve proper lift-off process, as illustrated in Fig. 5.6, c.
The light intensity of the mask aligner MA4 is kept constant at 20 mW/cm 2 and the time of UV
exposure is varied (te = 3, 4, 6, and 8 seconds) along with development times (td = 60, 80, 100 and 120
seconds).
The micrographs in Table 5.1 show the effect of varying exposure time on the photoresist profile
when development time is kept constant at 60s. The undercut angle 𝜃 is found to be approximatively
inverse proportional to the exposure time of UV light, i.e. (𝜃 ∝ 𝑡𝑒−1 ). The best undercut (𝜃 ≃ 101°)
was at exposure time 𝑡𝑒 = 3 . Also, the table shows an acceptable leading edge profile at low exposure
time (𝑡𝑒 = 3s, 4s) since the effect of internal multi-reflection is less. In contrast, at higher exposure
time (𝑡𝑒 = 6s, 8s) the undercut is less (𝜃 ≃ 90°) which is not sufficient for lift-off process later and
the leading edge side is affected by internal multi-reflection, shows growth in protrusions with the
increment in the exposure time.

Table 5.1: Effect of exposure time on the leading edge and undercut profiles of the
lithographed negative photoresist while keeping the development time constant (60s).
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In Table 5.2, undercut is more pronounced (𝜃 ≃ 108°) at low exposure time (𝑡𝑒 = 3s), thus, enhancing
the lift-off process, while the leading edge side of the photoresist is almost similar to that one at 60s
development time.

Table 5.2: Effect of exposure time on the leading edge and undercut profile of the
lithographed negative photoresist while keeping the development time constant (80s).
The photolithography process is repeated using the same exposure times (𝑡𝑒 = 3s, 4s, 6s and 8s) and
the development time 𝑡𝑑 is increased from 60s to 80s, 100s and 120s to study the effect of
development time on the photoresist profile. At 100s development time, the scanning electron
micrographs shows a prominent undercut (𝜃 ≃ 125°) at (𝑡𝑒 = 3s). On the other hand, gets steeper
upon increasing the development time, as shown in Table 5.3. Upon increasing the development time
to 120s, the UV exposed photoresist using exposure times of 3s, 4s, and 6s got dissolved completely
during development process and only the 8s exposed photoresist remains as shown in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.3: Effect of exposure time on the leading edge and undercut profile of the
lithographed negative photoresist at 100 s development time.

Table 5.4: Micrographics show a negative photoresist profile using 8 s exposure time and
120s development time.
The experimental results demonstrate the clearly noticeable effect of the exposure dose and
development time on the undercut angle (𝜃) of the photolithographed photoresist. Increasing the
exposure time will cure the photoresist more, due to which the lateral development rate, close to the
substrate, will be lower compared to the lateral development rate at short exposure time. On the other
hand, increasing the development time will increase the undercut angle, as shown in Fig. 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Effect of exposure time (te) on the photoresist undercut angle (𝜃) at different
development times.
As a summary of the previously discussed experiments, the short exposure and development times
lead to an acceptable photoresist leading edge profile but the undercut angle is not enough to provide
the deposition shadow, required during aluminum layers’ deposition to achieve a proper lift-off
process. Improving the photoresist undercut gives either a steeper leading edge profile or a
protrusion on the leading edge.
Therefore, another (10 × 10) 𝑐𝑚2 bi-layered photomask has been fabricated revealing a less
reflective aluminum layer deposited on the photomask as the top light shield layer reducing the
internal multi-reflection of UV light. PVD process is used for aluminum deposition to obtain less
reflective aluminum layer, the tungsten heater source has been used instead of e-gun source at low
vacuum deposition condition of 1x10-5 mbar. The experiment of the effect of UV exposure and
development time on photoresist profile is repeated using the new bi-layered photomask. The final
results of the photolithography process using the improved bi-layered photomask shows a very stable
process at short exposure times (𝑡𝑒 = 3s, 4s) and development times (𝑡𝑒 = 30s, 35s, 40s), as shown
in the Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5: Micrographics illustrating the effect of exposure and development times on a
negative photoresist profile using the improved bi-layered photomask.
The best photoresist profile has been achieved using an exposure time of 4s and a development time
of 40s which are used as default parameters to pattern the negative photoresist in order to obtain a
sufficient undercut (𝜃 ≃ 145°) to ensure a proper lift-off process and a leading edge profile enable a
mechanically stable hinge. Figure 5.12 shows the photoresist profile obtained as a sacrificial layer
before aluminum deposition.
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Figure 5.12: SEM micrographs of a patterned photoresist using the improved bi-layered
photomask.

5.3. Deposition of Aluminum Layers
After the structuring of the sacrificial layer, two layers of Al have been deposited on top of a
2.5×2.5 𝑐𝑚2 photoresist patterned glass substrate using PVD process. The e-gun and tungsten heater
sources are used as deposition sources, to generate residual stress in the deposited layers, as
described in section 4.2.5. This results in leading edge layer of aluminum, from one side, connecting
the micromirrors to the substrate and three self-cut sides performed by the undercut shadow. Figure
5.13 shows a micrograph of an aluminum deposited glass substrate where the optical source of the
microscope is placed beneath the substrate. The bright areas correspond to the undercuts where no
aluminum got deposited due to the shadow effect, while the leading edge sides are dark due to a thick
layer of deposited Al.
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Figure 5.13: Micrographs of an aluminum deposited glass substrate where the optical
source of the microscope is placed beneath the substrate, showing the undercut and
leading edge sides.

Figure 5.14: SEM micrographs of aluminum deposited samples, showing the disconnection
of aluminum layers due to the undercut created in the resist. a) showing the Al layer’s
disconnection at the micromirror corner. b) showing the Al layer’s disconnection close to
the leading edge.
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5.4. Lift-off Process to Release the Micromirrors
After aluminum deposition, the sample is immersed in a strong solvent, NMP, placed on a hotplate at
80ᵒ C for almost 24 hours to strip the negative photoresist. Such a long lift-off time is required to
ensure that the NMP solvent properly dissolves the resist beneath the micromirrors, since the
removal of a cured negative photoresist is harder in comparison with positive resist [77]. The
micromirrors are released from three sides and bent at almost 90°, perpendicular to the substrate,
because of the residual stress present in the deposited aluminum layers.

Figure 5.15: Schematic diagram illustrating the process flow of micromirrors fabrication.
Within the first 30 min of lift-off process, the micromirrors are released, as shown in Fig. 5.15, where
𝑡𝑙 is the lift-off time. But a thick residual layer still exists on the glass substrate affecting the
micromirror actuation and the vision through the substrate glass as well. Therefore, the lift-off time
𝑡𝑙 is extended to 24 hours in which, the residual layer is removed totally.
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Figure 5.16 shows micrographs of an area of 25 𝑥 25 𝑚𝑚2 of micromirrors implemented on a
substrate. The micromirrors are identically released and bent with almost no defects, except at the
substrate edges due to thick photoresist layers at the substrate borders that affected the photoresist
patterning.

Figure 5.16: Micrographs showing the released micromirrors after lift-off process.
To study the reproducibility, stability and yield, the process of micromirror fabrication using the bilayered photomask is repeated multiple times fabricated on different substrates thickness and
substrate materials like a pure glass substrate, low-e glass substrate and a SiO2 coated glass. The
obtained results show slight changes in the photoresist profile with the different substrate conditions
that can be overcome by slightly changing the process parameters such as exposure and development
time. In general, the process is very stable, shows a high yield, identical micromirror shapes and bend
angles. In addition, it also reduced material consumption and reveals less processing time.
From the optical point of view, neglecting light absorption and reflection at the substrate surfaces and
considering a plane lightwave perpendicularly passing through a single micromirror, the light
transmission has been calculated by dividing the transparent area over the size of one micromirror,
including the anchor and frame area, as a fraction of 100. In open state, when no voltage is applied,
the light transmission is approximately 72.76% while in closed state, when the applied voltage is at
maximum, the light transmission is approximately 0%, as shown in Fig. 5.17.
The frames and the anchors connect the micromirrors to the substrate and form a grid around them.
They serve the purposes of providing better mechanical stability, improving the electrical connection
and current flow, and enhancing the optical performance.
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Figure 5.17: Schematic diagram illustrating the top view of a single micromirror in opened
and closed state, showing the dimensions, of the micromirror, the anchor and the frame.
A compact microscope spectrometer system is used to experimentally measure the transmission
spectra of visible light through micromirrors fabricated on a low-e coated glass substrate. First, the
light intensity of the spectrometer source is measured, calibrated and normalized by adjusting the
measured value to 100%. A clean low-e glass is placed inside the spectrometer and the intensity of
transmitted light is measured and found to be reduced to about 82%. The measurement is repeated
using the same glass substrate but with an additional layer of 1 µm of SiO 2, which is required for
insulation. The transmitted light is reduced to 80%. Afterwards, micromirrors equipped low-e glass
is placed and the transmitted light is measured in open and closed state. In open state the average
transmitted light was around 69% and in close state was about 0.1%, as shown in Fig. 5.18.
Large scale lab-demonstrators have been fabricated, where 120600 micromirrors are implemented
on (10 × 10) 𝑐𝑚2 low-e glass substrate. The fabricated samples show identical micromirror shapes,
except at the substrate borders due to the limitations of spin coating process and the effect of Gaussian
UV light profile during photolithography at large size substrates.
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Figure 5.18: The experimental graphs of the transmission of visible light vs wavelength for
a low-e glass, low-e glass with SiO2, low-e glass with implemented micromirrors in opened
and closed state.
A white light source is used to illuminate the lab-demonstrators in a dark environment to study visible
light passing through or being reflected by the micromirrors. Figure 5.19 shows three photographs
where samples under different mirror orientation are placed in front of projecting light source. In
photograph a) a clean low-e glass is placed, showing high light transmission and low reflection. In
photograph b) a micromirror equipped low-e glass is illuminated, where the micromirrors are in
opened state, showing less light transmission, higher reflection towards the light source and in
addition a light deflection at an angle towards the wall. In image c), revealing micromirrors in closed
state, most of the light is reflected towards the light source while almost nearly no light passes
through the substrate.
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Figure 5.19: The photograph depicts the operation principles of micromirror arrays
implemented on a glass substrate for daylight guiding. a) Without any micromirrors, a
Low-e glass shows high transmission. b) Micromirror arrays in open state showing light
transmissions, reflections and deflections. c) Micromirrors in closed state showing high
reflection.
In addition, the (10 × 10) 𝑐𝑚2 lab-demonstrators are placed in a window, as shown in Fig. 5.20. It can
be seen that the vision through (photograph a) is very clear as it is a clean low-e glass without
micromirrors. For the micromirrors equipped module in open state (photograph b), the vision
through the module is nearly undisturbed. However, diffraction of light affects the vision, especially
when the objects are far from the micromirror arrays, multi-image beside the original object are
visible. This effect of diffraction can be overcome by changing the micromirrors and the anchors
dimensions. In closed state (photograph c) the vision is almost blocked, as the micromirrors are
nearly closed.
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Figure 5.20: The photograph show the vision through micromirror array modules with
size of (10 × 10) 𝑐𝑚2 for different situations
Comparing

the

three

technologies:

i)

conventional

photolithography

ii)

nanoimprint

photolithography (NIL) and iii) photolithography using the bi-layered photomask.
Table 5.6 summarizes the fabrication steps, advantages and disadvantages and abstract the
micromirrors optical and electrical performance of each technology.
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Conventional process to
fabricate micromirror
arrays
Mainly five fabrication
steps are required:

NIL to fabricate
micromirror arrays

i. 1st photolithography
ii. Al deposition
iii. 2nd photolithography
iv. Al wet etching
v. Photoresist removal
Photomask alignment is

i. Nanoimprint lithography i.
ii. Al deposition
iii. Releasing the stripes
ii.
using lift-off process
iii.

nd

Fabrication process

required for the 2
photolithography
No residual layer after
photolithography

Bi-layered photomask to
fabricate micromirror
arrays
Mainly three fabrication steps Mainly three fabrication steps
are required:
are required:
Photolithography using bilayered photomask
Al deposition
Releasing the micromirrors
using lift-off process
No or only a simple alignment No or only a simple alignment
is required
is required

Light
Electrical
transmission performance

Thick and non-uniform
residual layer after
imprinting
Two photomasks are
Complex fabrication of 3D
required in
master template and SCIL
photolithography
template
Positive photoresist
Imprint material
Subtractive method where Additive method by releasing
Al etchant is required
the stripes using lift-off
process
Consuming most material, Consuming less material,
time cost and effort
time, cost and effort
Difficult to fabricate large Possible to fabricate large
area micromirror arrays
area micromirror arrays
Micromirrors in opened
Micromirrors in opened state
state 70%
70%
Micromirrors in closed
state 5.1%

No residual layer after
photolithography
Complex fabrication of the bilayered photomask
Negative photoresist
Additive method using lift-off
process. The micromirrors are
self-assembled.
Consuming less material, time,
cost and effort
Possible to fabricate large area
micromirror arrays
Micromirrors in opened state
72.76%

Micromirrors in closed state Light transmission in closed
5.1%
state 0%

The micromirror arrays are The micromirror arrays are
connected to each other via connected to each other via
the substrate border only the substrate border only

A conductive grid offers
optimized electrostatic force
impact and better electrical
performance

Table 5.6: Detailed comparison of the three fabrication processes used to fabricate
micromirror arrays.
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For future application in active windows enabling daylight guiding, in this work, fabrication processes
based on micromirror arrays have been developed, evaluated and optimized. Two different
approaches are used to achieve, both, simple processing and high process yield. At first, nanoimprint
lithography has been used to fabricate large area micromirrors by means of Substrate Conformal
Imprint Lithography (SCIL). (54 × 54) 𝑚𝑚2 3D NIL master templates have been fabricated on 3-inch
Si wafers (Fig. 4.21, page 83). Each consists of 34017 individuals micromirror templates, revealing a
yield of ∼ 99.94%.
Two photolithography processes are required there (i) to pattern the photoresist used as a sacrificial
layer and (ii) to generate soft Si etching masks. The photolithography processes have been improved
to perform a stable resist layer during RIE with high etching selectivity, low re-deposition and vertical
resist sidewalls for better etching resolution.
Two etching processes were used to transfer the patterns into the Si wafer by means of RIE and DRIE
“Bosch process“, (Section 4.2.1, page 77). The master template geometry is optimized to fulfill the
requirements of NIL by tuning the photolithography and etching process parameters. A slight
undercut (𝜃 ≃ 95°) is achieved offering a deposition shadow required for the postponing lift-off
process while keeping the replication and imprinting processes possible (Fig. 4.27, page 88). The
previously existing step at anchor-hinge has been smoothed (leading edge shape) obtaining
mechanically stable hinges (Fig. 4.20, page 82). The ripple heights, formed on the sidewalls by the
Bosch process, have been reduced in height to improve the releasing step during replication and
imprinting processes by adding an additional flashing step to the DRIE process. The master template
surface has been treated with an anti-adhesive quasi monolayer of FDTS using vapor phase
deposition, improving the replication process.
SCIL templates with sizes of (54 × 54) 𝑚𝑚2 have been replicated successfully where a negative copy
of the 3d master templates has been obtained using a special master replication tool (MRT). Two
materials are used in the replication process: h-PDMS which contains the 3D patterns and s-PDMS for
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the conformal imprint. Such a hybrid SCIL template combines the advantages of hard and soft
imprinting templates offering flexibility and less deformation during the imprinting process, (section
3.4.3, page 49).
Surface Conformal Imprint Lithography (SCIL) process has been performed where the mask aligner
(MA6) machine was used for imprinting. Imprint material (mrUVcur-06) has been used with different
diluted ratios and a spin coating speed to define the exact resist thickness required to fill the template
cavities and having thin residual layer. During imprinting N2 gas has been used, to improve the resist
polymerization and reduce the curing time. In addition, the process temperature and imprinting
pressure have been considered and manipulated to reduce the residual layer.
As a result of using nanoimprint lithography (NIL) to fabricate large area micromirrors, the angle of
the undercut produced in the patterned imprinted material was found to be not sufficient to cover
the sidewalls during aluminum deposition affecting the lift-off process (Fig. 4.28, page 89). To
overcome this problem, a line deposition source is required in the PVD machine, in which the angled
deposition is less. The residual layer of the imprinted material was found to be thick and non-uniform
(120-480 nm), because of the imprinted area is relatively large. An oxygen plasma asher system has
been used to etch away the residual layer where 6 mins ashing time has been used to remove the thin
residual layer. However, for a thick residual layer an ashing time of 23 mins was found to be required
which influences the imprinted geometry especially the walls shape leads to a specific difficulty in the
lift-off process.
A novel micromirrors fabrication technique had been developed at INA, using one photolithography
step, PVD process and lift-off process to fabricate and release the micromirrors. This technique is
simplifying the fabrication processes, overcoming the limitations of the conventional lithography and
NIL technologies, reducing materials consumption, less processing time and increasing the yield. The
patterning of the photoresist based on photolithography using a new bi-layered photomask creates a
non-vertical continence 2D structure (Fig. 5.7, page 96).
The new bi-layered photomask has been fabricated using two layers of opaque photo shields
deposited in both sides of a thin soda lime glass. The fabrication process of the photomask has been
enhanced to reduce the defects and to reduce the multi-reflection effect between the two layers by
depositing low reflective layers. The concept of the bi-layered photomask is to use the light diffraction
in a specific area to produce a leading edge profile while keeping other area in a vertical or undercut
profile (section 5.1, page 91). Intensive study and investigation has been payed to define the exact
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photomask glass thickness, light shield layer materials, thickness, width and position. Also, further
investigations in the photolithography process recipe obtaining the photoresist profile have been
found to fill the requirements of self-assembled micromirrors shape.
Large scale lab-demonstrators have been fabricated, where 120600 micromirrors have been
implemented on (10 × 10) 𝑐𝑚2 low-e glass substrate. All micromirrors are found to be identical
having symmetrical profiles and curvature radii. A grid of aluminum connecting the micromirror
providing better mechanical stability, improving the electrical connection, better electrostatic
actuation and enhancing the optical performance has been implemented. The light transmission
through the micromirrors fabricated by the bi-layered photomask in opened state is maximized from
70% to 72.76% by reducing the anchor width from 35μm to 20μm. While the light transmission is
minimized in closed state from 5.1% to approximately 0%, due to the aluminum layer frames
surrounding the micromirrors.
In general, the fabrication process of micromirrors using the bi-layered photomask shows a stable
process and the experimental results have been found to be reproducible. However, slight changes in
the photolithography parameters would be required for different substrate materials, as well as for
different resist thickness.
As a future work, more investigations, development and characterization are required in the NIL
process to improve the imprinted materials by reducing the thickness of the residual layer and to
make it more uniform. This improvement can be done by using a 2D imprinting template instead of a
3D template, thus, the imprinting area which is in contact with the polymer will be less, offering
uniform and thin residual layer and consuming less imprint material, as shown in Fig. 4.26, page 87.
A line deposition source of aluminum would be required to avoid the side deposition effecting the
process of lift-off. A roll-to-roll nanoimprint can be performed to cover the requirements of large area
application by fabricating a cylindrical template as described in section 3.4.4, Page 50.
The bi-layered photomask requires further investigations and development to improve the
functionality of the top light shield layer reducing the multi-reflection effect, depositing antireflection coating between the deposited layer and the soda lime glass. A detailed wave model
calculation based on Maxwell’s equation has to be considered as a future work to explain the exact
behavior of UV light passing through the bi-layered photomask.
Furthermore, the photolithography using a bi-layered photomask can be developed to be use in mass
production by fabricating a cylindrical bi-layered photomask to use it as rolled-lithography.
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